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Upon completion of the trade version of this book something felt, still, incomplete. With a couple of years of intensive labor, and some misgivings, I had midwifed an unquestionably useful but peculiar hybrid—a trade book about artists’ books. This special digested edition was made in the spirit of giving back the subject to its object. It also provided me with an irresistible opportunity to play out a digital typesetting game I’ve been thinking about for some time.

Joan Lyons
OVER THE LAST twenty years visual artists, increasingly concerned with time-based media, have rediscovered the book, investigating and transforming every aspect of that venerable container of the written word. They have manipulated page, format, and content—sometimes subtly, sometimes turning the book into a reflexive discussion of its own tradition. They have illustrated real time in simple flip books or collaged real time with fictive time into complex layers. They have disguised artists' books as traditional books and made others that are scarcely recognizable. The best of the bookworks are multi-notational. Within them, words, images, colors, marks, and silences become plastic organisms that play across the pages in variable linear sequence. Their importance lies in the formulation of a new perceptual literature whose content alters the concept of authorship and challenges the reader to a new discourse with the printed page.

Artists' books began to proliferate in the sixties and early seventies in the prevailing climate of social and political activism. Inexpensive disposable editions were
one manifestation of the dematerialization of the art ob-
ject and the new emphasis on art process. Ephemeral
artworks, such as performances and installations, could
thus be documented and, more importantly, artists were
finding that the books could be artworks in and of them-
selves. It was at this time too that a number of artist-con-
trolled alternatives began to develop to provide a forum
and venue for many artists denied access to the tradi-
tional gallery and museum structure. Independent art
publishing was one of these alternatives and artists’
books became part of the ferment of experimental
forms. Many saw the book as a means for reaching a
wider audience, beyond the confines of the artworld;
others anticipated, for political or aesthetic reasons, ap-
propriation of the images and/or techniques of mass
media fed back into the mainstream by artists publish-
ing independently. Women artists in great numbers
began to make books, responding, in part, to the adapta-
bility of the medium to narrative and diaristic concerns.
Conceptual artists concerned with “systems” recog-
nized the book as a readymade one, while others went
further and made books that resonated with a reflexive
investigation of the book itself.

Now, twenty years and thousands of artists’ books
later, it is clear that this highly independent and under-
acknowledged publishing phenomena art form is here to
stay. The time has come to survey the origins, attributes,
and potentials of artists’ books; to critically evaluate what
has and what had not been done; to begin to sew the bits
and pieces into a fabric. Perhaps a pattern will emerge; if
so, it will be a crazy-quilt, that quirky kind of piecework,
which defies design but achieves harmony through in-
finite variety.

Although a series of highly successful conferences
have helped to identify key issues and potential authors,
most of the writing on artists’ books to date has been lim-
ited to brief surveys, essays in exhibition catalogues, and book reviews. This anthology then, is the first attempt at an in depth look at the territory. Involved as we are in the terrain, we have probably missed an island or two or wrote a mountain too large. In some charted areas suitable material was not forthcoming. What is here is our best shot—a wealth of information about an exciting new medium, including texts about the current state of the art and its historical precedents by long-time participants in and observers of the field. At the back of the book you will find a listing of artists’ book collections and the most complete bibliography of secondary sources published to date.

It is our hope that in addition to providing a much-needed resource for artists, teachers, librarians, and students, this book will form a bridge between book artists and their audience. In the words of a recent promotional lapel pin in my possession “learn to read art.”

A Preface
by Dick Higgins

THERE IS A MYRIAD of possibilities concerning what the artists’ book can be: the danger is that we will think of it as just this and not that. A firm definition will, by its nature, serve only to exclude many artists’ books which one would want to include.

Given that caveat, let’s try for a grey definition. I’d suggest: book done for its own sale and not for the information it contains. That is: it doesn’t contain a lot of works, like a book of poems. It is a work. Its design and format reflect its content—they intermerge, interpenet-
rate. It might be any art: an artist’s book could be music, photography, graphics, intermedial literature. The experience of reading it, viewing it, framing it—that is what the artist stresses in making it.

The illusion is that it is something new. Not so. Blake’s most visual books are obviously early artists’ books. But probably there have always been some of them being done. They didn’t begin with Blake in the late eighteenth century. But many were lost, and many nearly lost. For example, these might include the not-so-strange but certainly unusual book of André Bayam, a Portuguese from Goa in India, who worked in the early seventeenth century. His language was Latin and he used it as a part of his flow, not for the sake of making powerful works but for the sharing of joy, as artists are so apt to. Most of his books were made in miniscule editions and most copies are lost. Perhaps they should be reprinted, starting with the Panegyricus sine verbis de s. Philippi Nerii laudibus, dictus in eius celebriarte Urbe Veteri in maiori basilica anno 1629... (Urbe Veteri: ex typographia Rainuldo Ruuli, 1629...)—A panegyric without words in praise of Philip Nerii, spoken in his celebration at Urbe Veteri in the big cathedral in the year 1629...” One would like to know just what was spoken—sound poetry? Something like sound poetry was in vogue at the time, as was pattern poetry, the visual poetry which our learned professors have been hiding from us all these years because it confuses their neat pictures, but that’s another story. Anyway, the importance to us of knowing of our brothers and sisters doing artists’ books and such-like in earlier times is that it tells us that what we’re doing is not some weird modern eccentricity “for specialist only,” but a perfectly natural human expression. It gives us continuity with other times and cultures.

Of course, looking towards modern times, the “books” (sometimes called “non-books too) of Dietre Roth and Bern Porter in the 1950s are also artists’ books as anyone knows who visited Porter’s show at Franklin Furnace in
New York City ca. 1981, or the various big shows of Roth’s books in London, Amsterdam, and elsewhere in the 1970s. So, what we have is a form which is not, per se, new, but whose “time has come.” And what this means is a matter of audience more than of artist. Not that artists’ books are being done in production runs of 10,000 copies, but the genre is now defined in some way. There are stores and outlets for the books and, as a result, the perception of the artist’s book has changed from its being an eccentricity to its being an integral part—sometimes central, to an artist’s work—the main medium of expression, and sometimes an important venture for an artist whose main concern lies elsewhere. We see an artists’ non-book work, and we say, “Gee, wouldn’t it be interesting if so-and-so would do a book.” And maybe so-and-so does.

Perhaps the hardest thing to do in connection with the artist’s book is to find the right language for discussing it. Most of our criticism in art is based on the concept of a work with separable meaning, content, and style—“this is what it says” and “here is how it says what it says.” But the language of normative criticism is not geared towards the discussion of an experience, which is the main focus of most artists’ books. Perhaps this is why there is so little good criticism of the genre. Besides, where would it be published? Traditional art magazines are too busy servicing their gallery advertisers, and the focus on the book experience is not what the critics are used to doing anyway. “Hat am I experiencing when I turn these pages?” That is what the critic of an artists’ book must ask, and for most critics it is an uncomfortable question. This is a problem that must be addressed if the audience for artists’ books is to continue to grow, if they are to reach a larger audience.

But it will happen. The making of artists’ books is not a movement. It has no program which, when accomplished, crests and dies away into the past. It is a genre, open to many kinds of artists with many different styles and purposes, and so its likely future is that it simply will be absorbed into the mainstream and will be something which
artists do as a matter of course, each in his or her own way. To that we can look forward with delight.

Book Art
by Richard Kostelanetz

THE PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCE between the book hack and the book artist is that the former succumbs to the conventions of the medium, while the latter envisions what else “the book” might become. Whereas the hack writes prose that “reads easily” or designs pages that resemble each other and do not call attention to themselves, the book artist transcends those conventions.

The book hack is a housepainter, so to speak, filling the available walls in a familiar uniform fashion; the other is an artist, imagining unprecedented possibilities for bookish materials. The first aspires to coverage and acceptability; the second to invention and quality.

Common books look familiar; uncommon books do not. Book art is not synonymous with book design or literary art; it is something else.

Three innate characteristics of the book are the cover, which both protects the contents and gives certain clues to its nature; the page, which is the discrete unit, and a structure of sequence; but perhaps neither cover nor page nor sequence is a genuine prerequisite to a final definition of a book.

The attractions of the book as a communications medium are that individual objects can be relatively cheap to make and distribute, that it is customarily portable and easily stores, that its contents are conveniently accessible, that it can be experienced by oneself at one’s own speed without a playback machine (unlike theatre, video, audio, or movies),
and that it is more spatially economical (measured by extrinsic experience over intrinsic volume) than other non-electric media. A book also allows its reader random access, in contrast to audiotaape and videotape, whose programmed sequences permit only linear access; with a book you can go from one page to another, both forwards and backwards, as quickly as you can go from one page to the next.

Because a book’s text is infinitely replicable, the number of copies that can be printed is theoretically limitless. By contrast, a traditional art object is unique while a multiple print appears in an edition whose number is intentionally limited at the point of production. It is possible to make a unique book, such as a handwritten journal or sketchbook, or to make an edition of books limited by number and autograph; but as a communications vehicle, the first is really a “book as art object,” while the second is, so to speak, a “book as print” (that is destined less for exhibition than for specialized collections).

The economic difference between a standard book object and an art object is that the latter needs only a single purchaser, while the former needs many buyers to be financially feasible. Therefore, the art dealer is a retailer, in personal contact with his potential customers, while the book publisher is a wholesaler, distributing largely to retailers, rather than to the ultimate customers.

The practical predicament of commercial publishers in the eighties is that they will not publish an “adult trade” book unless their salesmen can securely predict at least several thousand hardback purchasers or twice as many paperback purchasers within a few months. Since any proposed book that is unconventional in format could never be approved by editorial-industrial salesmen, commercial publishers are interested only in book hacks (and in “artists” posing as book hacks, such as Andy Warhol).

What is most necessary now, simply for the development of the book as an imaginative form, are publishers who can survive economically with less numerous editions at reasonable prices. There is a crucial difference between presenting an artist's work in book form—a retrospective collection of reproduc-
tions—and an artist making a book. The first is the honorific, *art book*. “Book art” should be saved for books that are works of art, as well as books.

The book artist usually controls not just what will fill the pages but how they will be designed and produced and then bound and covered, and the book artist often becomes its publisher and distributor too, eliminating middle-men all along the line and perhaps creatively reconsidering their functions as well.

One practice common to both books and paintings is that the ultimate repository of anything worth preserving is the archive—the art museum for the invaluable painting, and the research library for the essential book.

One trouble with the current term “artists’ books” is that it defines a work of art by the initial profession (or education) of its author, rather than by qualities of the work itself. Since genuine critical categories are meant to define art of a particular kind, it is a false term. The art at hand is *books* no matter who did them; and it is differences among them, rather than in their authorship, that should comprise the stuff of critical discourse.

Indeed the term “artists’ books” incorporates the suggestion that such work should be set aside in a space separate from writers’ books—that, by implication, they constitute a minor league apart from the big business of real books. One thing I wish for my own books is that they not be considered minor league.

The squarest thing “an artist” can do nowadays is necessarily compress an imaginative idea into a rectangular format bound along its longest side. Some sequential ideas work best that way; others do not.

In theory, there are no limits upon the kinds of materials that can be put between two covers, or how those materials can be arranged.

This essential distinction separates imaginative books from conventional books. In the latter, syntactically familiar sentences are set in rectangular blocks of uniform type (resembling soldiers on parade), and these are then “designed” into pages
that look like each other (and like pages we have previously seen). An imaginative book, by definition, attempts to realize something else with syntax, with format, with pages, with covers, with size, with shapes, with sequence, with structure, with binding—with any or all of these elements, the decisions informing each of them ideally reflecting the needs and suggestions of the materials peculiar to this book.

Most books are primarily about something outside themselves; most book art books are primarily about themselves. Most books are read for information, either expository or dramatized; book art books are made to communicate imaginative phenomena and thus create a different kind of "reading" experience.

An innovative book is likely to strike the common reviewer as a "non-book" or "anti-book." The appearance of such terms in a review is, in practice, a sure measure of the book's originality. The novelist Flannery O'Connor once declared, "If it looks funny on the page, I won't read it." Joyce Carol Oates once reiterated this sentiment in a review of O'Connor. No, a "funny" appearance is really initial evidence of serious book artistry.

Imaginative books usually depend as much on visual literacy as on verbal literacy; many "readers" literate in the second respect are illiterate in the first.

One purpose for the present is to see what alternative forms and materials "the book" can take: can it be a pack of shufflable cards? Can it be a long folded accordion strip? Can it have two front covers and be "read" in both directions? Can it be a single chart? An audiotape? A videotape? A film?

Is it "a book" if its maker says it is?

With these possibilities in mind, we can recognize and make a future for the book.

This essay originally appeared in Exhaustive Parallel Intervals, Future Press, 1979.
The New Art of Making Books

Ulises Carrión

WHAT A BOOK IS

A book is a sequence of spaces.

Each of these spaces is perceived at a different moment—a book is also a sequence of moments.

A book is not a case of words, nor a bag of words, nor a bearer of words.

A writer, contrary to the popular opinion, does not write books.

A writer writes texts.

The fact, that a text is contained in a book, comes only from the dimensions of such a text; or, in the case of a series of short texts (poems, for instance), from their number.

Literary (prose) text contained in a book ignores the fact that the book is an autonomous space-time sequence.

A series of more or less short texts (poems or other) distributed through a book following any particular ordering reveals the sequential nature of the book.

It reveals it, perhaps uses it; but it does not incorporate it or assimilate it.

Written language is a sequence of signs expanding within the space; the reading of which occurs in the time.
A book is a space-time sequence.

Books existed originally as containers of literary texts.

But books, seen as autonomous realities, can contain any (written) language, not only literary language, or even any other system of signs.

Among languages, literary language (prose and poetry) is not the best fitted to the nature of books.

A book may be the accidental container of a text, the structure of which is irrelevant to the book: these are the books of bookshops and libraries.

A book can also exist as an autonomous and self-sufficient form, including perhaps a text that emphasises that form, a text that is an organic part of that form: here begins the new art of making books.

In the old art the writer judges himself as being not responsible for the real book. He writes the text. The rest is done by the servants, the artisans, the workers, the others.

In the new art writing a text is only the first link in the chain going from the writer to the reader. In the new art the writer assumes the responsibility for the whole process.

In the old art the writer writes texts.
In the new art the writer makes books.
To make a book is to actualize its ideal space-time sequence by means of the creation of a parallel sequence of signs, be it verbal or other.

PROSE AND POETRY

In an old book all the pages are the same.

When writing the text, the writer followed only the sequential laws of language, which are not the sequential laws of books.

Words might be different on every page; but every page is, as such, identical with the preceding ones and with those that follow.

In the new art every page is different; every page is an individualized element of a structure (the book) wherein it has a particular function to fulfill.

In spoken and written language pronouns substitute for nouns, so to avoid tiresome, superfluous repetitions.

In the book, composed of various elements, of signs, such as language, what is it that plays the role of pronouns, so to avoid tiresome, superfluous repetitions?

This is a problem for the new art; the old does not even suspect its existence.

A book of 500 pages, or of 100 pages, or even of twenty five, wherein all the pages are similar, is a boring book considered as a book, no matter how thrilling the content of the words of the text printed on the pages might be.
A novel, by a writer of genius or by a third-rate author, is a book where nothing happens.

There are still, and always will be, people who like reading novels. There will also always be people who like playing chess, gossiping, dancing the mambo, or eating strawberries with cream.

In comparison with novels, where nothing happens, in poetry books something happens sometimes, although very little.

A novel with no capital letters, or with different letter types, or with chemical formulae interspersed here and there, etc., is still a novel, that is to say, a boring book pretending not to be such.

A book of poems contains as many words as, or more than, a novel, but it uses ultimately the real, physical space whereon these words appear, in a more intentional, more evident, deeper way.

This is so because in order to transcribe poetical language onto paper it is necessary to translate typographically the conventions proper to poetic language.

The transcription of prose needs few things: punctuation, capitals, various margins, etc.

All these conventions are original and extremely beautiful discoveries, but we don’t notice them any more because we use them daily.

Transcription of poetry, a more elaborate language, uses less common signs. The mere need to create the signs fitting the transcription of poetic language, calls our attention to this very simple fact:
to write a poem on paper is a different action from writing it on our mind.

Poems are songs, the poets repeat. But they don’t sing them. They write them.

Poetry is to be said aloud, they repeat. But they don’t say it aloud. They publish it.

The fact is, that poetry, as it occurs normally, is written and printed, not sung or spoken, poetry. And with this, poetry has lost nothing.

On the contrary, poetry has gained something: a spatial reality that the so loudly lamented sung and spoken poetries lacked.

THE SPACE

For years, many years, poets have intensively and efficiently exploited the spatial possibilities of poetry.

But only the so-called concrete or, later, visual poetry, has openly declared this.

Verses ending halfway on the page, verses having a wider or narrower margin, verses being separated from the following one by a bigger or smaller space—all this is exploitation of space.

This is not to say that a text is poetry because it uses space in this or that way, but that using space is a characteristic of written poetry.

The space is the music of the unsung poetry.
The introduction of space into poetry (or rather of poetry into space) is an enormous event of literally incalculable consequences.

One of these consequences is concrete and/or visual poetry. Its birth is not an extravagant event in the history of literature, but the natural, unavoidable development of the spatial reality gained by language since the moment writing was invented.

The poetry of the old art does use space, albeit bashfully.

This poetry establishes an inter-subjective communication.

Inter-subjective communication occurs in an abstract, ideal, impalpable space.

In the new art (of which concrete poetry is only an example) communication is still inter-subjective, but it occurs in a concrete, real, physical space—the page.

A book is a volume in the space.

It is the true ground of the communication that takes place through words—its here and now.

Concrete poetry represents an alternative to poetry.

Books, regarded as autonomous space-time sequences, offer an alternative to all existent literary genres.

Space exists outside subjectivity.

If two subjects communicate in the space, then space is an element of this communication. Space modifies this communication. Space imposes its own laws on this communication.

Printed words are imprisoned in the matter of the book.

What is more meaningful: the book or the text it contains?

What was first: the chicken or the egg?
The old art assumes that printed words are printed on an ideal space.

The new art knows that books exist as objects in an exterior reality, subject to concrete conditions of perception, existence, exchange, consumption, use, etc.

The objective manifestation of language can be experienced in an isolated moment and space—the page; or in a sequence of spaces and moments—the 'book.'

There is not and will not be new literature any more.

There will be, perhaps, new ways to communicate that will include language or will use language as a basis.

As a medium of communication, literature will always be old literature.

THE LANGUAGE

Language transmits ideas, i.e., mental images.

The starting point of the transmission of mental images is always an intention: we speak to transmit a particular image.

The everyday language and the old art language have this in common: both are intentional, both want to transmit certain mental images.

In the old art the meanings of the words are the bearers of the author’s intentions.

Just as the ultimate meaning of words is indefinable, so the author’s intention is unfathomable.

Every intention presupposes a purpose, a utility.

Everyday language is intentional, that is, utilitarian; its function is to transmit ideas and feelings, to explain, to declare, to convince, to invoke, to accuse, etc.
Old art’s language is intentional as well, i.e., utilitarian. Both languages differ from one another only in their form.

New art’s language is radically different from daily language. It neglects intentions and utility, and it returns to itself, it investigates itself, looking for forms, for series of forms that give birth to, couple with, unfold into, space-time sequences.

The words in a new book are not the bearers of the message, nor the mouthpieces of the soul, nor the currency of communication.

Those were already named by Hamlet, an avid reader of books: words, words, words.

The words of the new book are there not to transmit certain mental images with a certain intention.

They are there to form, together with other signs, a space-time sequence that we identify with the name ‘book.’

The words in a new book might be the author’s own words or someone else’s words.

A writer of the new art writes very little or does not write at all.

The most beautiful and perfect book in the world is a book with only blank pages, in the same way that the most complete language is that which lies beyond all that the words of a man can say.

Every book of the new art is searching after that book of absolute whiteness, in the same way that every poem searches for silence.

Intention is the mother of rhetoric.

Words cannot avoid meaning something, but they can be divested of intentionality.
A non-intentional language is an abstract language: it doesn’t refer to any concrete reality.

Paradox: in order to be able to manifest itself concretely, language must first become abstract.

Abstract language means that words are not bound to any particular intention; that the word ‘rose’ is neither the rose that I see nor the rose that a more or less fictional character claims to see.

In the abstract language of the new art the word ‘rose’ is the word ‘rose’. It means all the roses and it means none of them.

How to succeed in making a rose that is not my rose, nor his rose, but everybody’s rose, i.e., nobody’s rose?

By placing it within a sequential structure (for example a book), so that it momentarily ceases being a rose and becomes essentially an element of the structure.

STRUCTURES

Every word exists as an element of a structure—a phrase, a novel, a telegram.

Or: every word is part of a text.

Nobody or nothing exists in isolation: everything is an element of a structure.

Every structure is in its turn an element of another structure.

Everything that exists is a structure.

To understand something, is to understand the structure of which it is a part and/or the elements forming the structure that that something is.

A book consists of various elements, one of which might be a text.

A text that is part of a book isn’t necessarily the most essential or important part of that book.
A person may go to the bookshop to buy ten red books because this colour harmonises with the other colours in his sitting room, or for any other reason, thereby revealing the irrefutable fact, that books have a color.

In a book of the old art words transmit the author's intention. That's why he chooses them carefully.

In a book of the new art words don't transmit any intention; they're used to form a text which is an element of a book, and it is this book, as a totality, that transmits the author's intention.

Plagiarism is the starting point of the creative activity in the new art.

Whenever the new art uses an isolated word, then it is in an absolute isolation: books of one single word.

Old art's authors have the gift for language, the talent for language, the ease for language.

For new art's authors language is an enigma, a problem; the book hints at ways to solve it.

In the old art you write 'I love you' thinking that this phrase means 'I love you.'

(But: what does 'I love you' mean?)

In the new art you write 'I love you' being aware that we don't know what this means. You write this phrase as part of a text wherein to write 'I hate you' would come to the same thing.

The important thing is, that this phrase, 'I love you' or 'I hate you,' performs a certain function as a text within the structure of the book.

In the new art you don't love anybody.

The old art claims to love.

In art you can love nobody. Only in real life can you love someone.
Not that the new art lacks passions.

All of it is blood flowing out of the wound that language has inflicted on men.

And it is also the joy of being able to express something with everything, with anything, with almost nothing, with nothing.

... ...

The old art chooses, among the literary genres and forms, that one which best fits the author’s intention.

The new art uses any manifestation of language, since the author has no other intention than to test the language’s ability to mean something.

... ...

The text of a book in the new art can be a novel as well as a single word, sonnets as well as jokes, loveletters as well as weather reports.

... ...

In the old art, just as the author’s intention is ultimately unfathomable and the sense of his words indefinable, so the understanding of the reader is unquantifiable.

In the new art the reading itself proves that the reader understands.

... ...

THE READING

In order to read the old art, knowing the alphabet is enough.

In order to read the new art one must apprehend the book as a structure, identifying its elements and understanding their function.

... ...

One might read old art in the belief that one understands it, and be wrong.

Such a misunderstanding is impossible in the new art. You can read only if you understand.

... ...

In the old art all books are read in the same way.

In the new art every book requires a different reading.

... ...

In the old art, to read the last page takes as much time as to read the first one.
In the new art the reading rhythm changes, quickens, speeds up.

In order to understand and to appreciate a book of the old art, it is necessary to read it thoroughly.

In the new art you often do NOT need to read the whole book.

The reading may stop at the very moment you have understood the total structure of the book.

The new art makes it possible to read faster than the fast-reading methods.

There are fast-reading methods because writing methods are too slow.

The old art takes no heed of reading.

The new art creates specific reading conditions.

The farthest the old art has come to, is to bring into account the readers, which is going too far.

The new art doesn't discriminate between its readers; it does not address itself to the book-addicts or try to steal its public away from TV.

In order to be able to read the new art, and to understand it, you don't need to spend five years in a Faculty of English.

In order to be appreciated, the books of the new art don't need the sentimental and/or intellectual complicity of the readers in matters of love, political, psychology, geography, etc.

The new art appeals to the ability every man possesses for understanding and creating signs and systems of signs.

Author’s Note: The two following articles were written in late 1976 and in summer, 1983. The first is drenched in the enthusiasm that engendered Printed Matter that same year. The second reflects a certain disillusionment with the direction artists’ books took in the interim. The process continues, and were I writing yet another piece today (the end of 1984), I might produce yet another view, affected by the fact that I’m now making collaborative artists’ books myself.

The production of and market for artists’ books continue to grow and this is a good indication of the form’s ongoing vitality. As the second article suggests, I am still more interested in those books that sidestep internal vicissitudes in favor of fantasies and realities that reach further out. These are still plentiful and some of my favorites have emerged since both these articles were written. I could add an equally impressive new list of works with social and/or political content. Printed Matter and its colleagues struggle on against economic adversity and artworld trends. The audience grows as libraries become more receptive. We await some distribution genius, or godmother, to inflame the hearts of a broader public with the burning desire to own artists’ books. Until then, harsher criticism and deeper knowledge of the genre will

The Artists’ Book
Goes Public
by Lucy R. Lippard

THE “ARTIST’S BOOK” is a product of the 1960s which is already getting its second, and potentially permanent, wind. Neither an art book (collected reproductions of separate art works) nor a book on art (critical exegeses and/or artists’ writings), the artist’s book is a work of art on its own, conceived specifically for the book form and often published by the artist him/herself. It can be visual, verbal, or visual/verbal. With few exceptions, it is all of a piece, consisting of one serial work or a series of closely related ideas and/or images—a portable exhibition. But unlike an exhibition, the artist’s book reflects no outside opinions and thus permits artists to circumvent the commercial gallery system as well as to avoid misrepresentation by critics and other middlepeople. Usually inexpensive in price, modest in format, and ambitious in scope, the artist’s book is also a fragile vehicle for a weighty load of hopes and ideals: it is considered by many the easiest way out of the art world and into the heart of a broader audience.

The artist’s book is the product of several art and non-art phenomena of the last decade, among them a heightened social consciousness, the immense popularity of paperback books, a new awareness of how art (especially the costly “precious object”) can be used as a commodity by a
capitalist society, new extra-art subject matter, and a rebellion against the increasing elitism of the art world and its planned obsolescence. McLuhan notwithstanding, the book remains the cheapest, most accessible means of conveying ideas—even visual ones. The artist's adaptation of the book format for works of art constitutes a criticism of criticism as well as of art-as-big-business. Its history, however, lies in the realm of literature and éditions de luxe.

The ancestors of artists' books as we know them now were the products of friendships between avant-garde painters and poets in Europe and later in New York. It was not until the early 1960s, however, that a few artists began to ignore literary sources, forego the collaborative aspect and make their own books—not illustrations or catalogues or portfolios of prints but books as visually and conceptually whole as paintings or sculptures. Among them were some of the Fluxus artists—George Brecht in particular, who produced curious little publications with roots in games or the surrealist collage and box.

The new artists' books, however, have disavowed surrealism's lyrical and romantic heritage and have been deadpan, anti-literary, often almost anti-art. Ed Ruscha's Twenty-six Gasoline Stations (1962), followed by his Various Small Piles (1964), Some Los Angeles Apartments (1965), Every Building on Sunset Strip (1966), Colored People, and so forth, initiated the "cool" approach that dominated the whole conception of artists' books for years. Ruscha's books were a major starting point for the as-yet-unnamed conceptual art, a so-called movement (actually a medium, or third stream) which made one of its most vital contributions by validating the book as a legitimate medium for visual art.

By 1966, if you were reading the signs, you noticed that the book was a coming thing. Dan Graham's and Robert Smithson's hybrid magazine articles—neither criticism nor art—were one of the signs; Mel Bochner's "Working Drawings" show at the School of Visual Arts, where drawings that were "not necessarily art" were xeroxed and exhibited in notebooks, was another. The point (having to do with a broader definition of art, among other things) was followed up in 1967 by the Museum of Normal Art's show called "Fifteen People Present Their Favorite Book"; the same year, Brian O'Doherty, as editor of a boxed issue of Aspen Magazine, included artworks (not reproductions) by Sol LeWitt, Tony Smith, Graham, and Bochner; the 0-9 Press, one of whose editors was Vito Acconci, then a poet, published single artworks in booklet format by Acconci himself; Rosemary Mayer, Adrian Piper, and others; Sol LeWitt published the first of his many books; and in England, the first Art & Language publications appeared, promulgating an extreme and incommunicative use of texts as art.

By 1968, when dealer Seth Siegelaub began to publish his artists in lieu of exhibiting them, the art world took notice. Lawrence Weiner and Douglas Huebler had "no-space" shows; Hanne Darboven and the N.E. Thing Company published their first independent books: The Xerox Book presented serial xerox works by Andre, Barry, Huebler, Kosuth, LeWitt, Morris, and Weiner; Siegelaub's "Summer 1969" exhibition took place in fragments all
over the world and existed as a whole only in its catalogue. Since then, hundreds of artists' books have appeared. Yet they are never reviewed, not even in art magazines, either as books or as exhibitions. So far, artists' books have been dispersed (usually as gifts) to friends and colleagues, then left to languish in warehouses, studios, and gallery back rooms. They are published by the artists themselves, by small underground presses, or by a few galleries—the latter more often in Europe than in America. Art dealers are more interested in selling "real art," on which they can make a profit, and tend to see artists' books as handy hand-outs to potential buyers of expensive objects. Even art bookstores make so little profit on artists' books that they neglect them in favor of more elaborate tomes. Artists unaffiliated with galleries have no way to distribute their books widely and rarely recoup printing costs, which, though fairly low, many cannot afford in the first place.

It is difficult to find organizational funding for printing artists' books because the visual arts sections of the various councils do not give money for publications. Subsidies exist for all the conventional visual arts—film, video, "mixed media" (which covers a multitude of sins, but rarely books)—as well as for plays, fiction, and poetry. But the artist's book—a mutation clinging to the verbal underside of the visual art world—tends to remain an economic pariah even in its own domain. (It is difficult to distinguish an artist's book consisting entirely of text from a book of "poetry," or one consisting of a series of "anti-photographs," whose importance lies in sequence rather than in individual composition, from a conventional photography book.)

With some luck and a lot of hard work, problems of distribution may be solved by Printed Matter, a New York collective of artists and artworkers which has just been set up both to publish a few books and to distribute and operate a bookstore for all artists' books. This task was taken over from Martha Wilson, an artist whose non-profit organization Franklin Furnace briefly distributed artists' books but now limits itself to an archive and exhibition service. Printed Matter hopes to maintain an effective liaison between an international audience and individual artists, galleries and small presses, such as Vipers Tongue, Out of London, and the Women's Graphic Center.

At the moment, the artist's book is defined (and confined) by an art context, where it still has a valuable function to serve. To an audience which is outside the major art centers and, for better or worse, heavily influenced by reproductions in magazines, the artist's book offers a first hand experience of new art. For an artist, the book provides a more intimate communication than a conventional art object, and a chance for the viewer to take something home. An artist's book costs far less than any graphic or multiple and, unlike a poster, which may cost as much or more, it contains a whole series of images or ideas. The only danger is that, with an expanding audience and an increased popularity with collectors, the artist's book will fall back into its édition de luxe or coffee-table origins, as has already happened in the few cases when such books have been co-opted by commercial publishers and transformed into glossy, pricey products.

Needless to say, there are good artists' books and bad ones—from any-
one's point of view. They have in common neither style nor content—only medium. (Economically determined strictures, as much as a fairly ubiquitous minimalist stylist bent, can be blamed for the tendency to the white, black, or gray cover with stark type that until recently was the trademark of the artist's book.) They are being made everywhere. Printed Matter's first ten books come out of Oregon, Pennsylvania, Illinois, California, and Massachusetts, as well as New York. They range from the hilarious to the bizarre, romantic, deadpan, decorative, scholarly, and autobiographical; from treatises to comic books. Their political possibilities are just beginning to be recognized too. One of the basic mistakes made by early proponents of conceptual art's "democratic" stance (myself included) was a confusion of the characteristics of the medium (cheap, portable, accessible) with those of the actual contents (all too often wildly self-indulgent or so highly specialized that they appeal only to an elite audience). Yet the most important aspect of artist's books is their adaptability as instruments for extension to a far broader public than that currently enjoyed by contemporary art. There is no reason why the increased outlets and popularity of artists' books cannot be used with an enlightenment hitherto foreign to the "high" arts. One day I'd like to see artists' books ensconced in supermarkets, drugstores, and airports and, not incidentally, to see artists able to profit economically from broad communication rather than from lack of it.

Conspicuous Consumption
New Artists' Books
by Lucy R. Lippard

THE ARTISTS' BOOK is/was a great idea whose time has either not come, or come and gone. As a longtime supporter of and proselytizer for the genre (and co-founder of Printed Matter, the major nonprofit distributor), it pains me to say this. But all is not lost, just misplaced.

My carping could certainly be questioned. The National Endowment for the Arts finally gives grants and the Museum of Modern Art has a curator for artists' books; big publishers are picking up on some of the sure things; there are exhibitions and even occasionally reviews. A browse through Printed Matter can restore one's faith in the eternal inventiveness of visual artists. They seem to have thought of everything, from flipbooks (home movies) to flopbooks (made of fabric, like drool-proof babies' books), from severe neotextbooks to scruffy rubberstamp and xerox anarchies, to slicknesses rivaling Vogue. Some are one-liners, and once you've got the punch line you have no urge to take it home and get punched out daily, but some truly tickle the Freudian funnybones. Some are luscious. You can picture pulling them out on a winter Sunday afternoon to fondle or chuckle over. I could list hundreds of
artists’ books I’m glad to see in the world.

Yet the real vision with which the phenomenon gained momentum in the mid-to-late sixties has not yet been fulfilled. It’s still necessary to define an “artists’ book” for any but a specialized audience. So—artists’ books are not books about art or on artists, but books as art. They can be all words, all images, or combinations thereof. At best they are a lively hybrid of exhibition, narrative, and object—cinematic potential co-existing with double-spread stasis.

Artist and bookmaker Pat Steir once said she liked artists’ books because they are “1. portable, 2. durable, 3. inexpensive, 4. intimate, 5. non-precious, 6. replicable, 7. historical, and 8. universal.” (She was talking, as I am here, about mass-reproduced, potentially “democratic” works of art rather than about “one-of-a-kind” art objects in book form, or signed and numbered limited editions.)

1 Virtually all of the 2,000 artists’ books in Printed Matter’s illustrated mail-order catalogue and the 9,000 titles in Franklin Furnace’s Artists’ Book Archive are portable and replicable (though print runs vary drastically); most are durable and intimate; some are non-precious and inexpensive; very few are historical and universal, which may be a contradiction in terms anyway. However, they do all mark a genuine historical moment of dissatisfaction with art’s outreach, a declaration of independence by artists who speak, publish, and at least try to distribute themselves, bypassing the system.

Artists’ books have existed since early in the century but as a named phenomenon they surfaced with conceptual art in the sixties, part of a broad, if naïve, quasi-political resistance to the extreme commodification of artworks and artists. Accessibility and some sort of function were an assumed part of their raison d’être. Still, despite sincere avowals of populist intent, there was little understanding of the fact that the accessibility of the cheap, portable form did not carry over to that of the contents—a basic problem in all of the avant-garde’s tentative moves towards democratization in the sixties and early seventies. The New York art world was so locked into formal concerns (even those of us who spent a lot of time resisting them) that we failed to realize that, however neat the package, when the book was opened by a potential buyer from “the broader audience” and she or he was baffled, it went back on the rack.

In 1981, Carol Huebner, curator of a college book exhibition, announced enthusiastically, “An art form that has been accessible for years has finally found its audience.” It depends on what audience you’re after. True, Printed Matter, Franklin Furnace, and others have successfully made artists’ books available worldwide to collectors, museums, scholars, and other artists. At the same time, practitioner Mike Glier wrote a few years ago that the next step for artists’ books was “to become politically effective and to communicate to a diverse audience.” A few years and no giant step later, Glier is saying, “We’re past the careful nurturing stage and into do or die competition with mass culture. If artists’ books remain a novelty in the art world, they are a failure.”

The fantasy is an artists’ book at every supermarket checkout counter, or peddled on Fourteenth Street (“check it out”). The reality is that competing with mass culture comes dangerously close to imitating it, and can lead an artist to sacrifice precisely what made him or her choose art in the first place; and when “high art” tries to compete, it also has to deal with what’s been happening all along on “lower” levels—comics, photo-novels, fanzines, as well as graphic de-
sign or so-called “commercial art.” An article I saw in an airline magazine was subheaded “Packaging sells products, and the designers of those critical marketing tools are more than merely artists.” Author Bernie Ward described the packages as “thousands of individual little salespersons demanding, pleading, for your attention and dollars in the fierce competition of the supermarket.” Many artists’ books and comics look downright amateurish (and, though deliberately, not necessarily endearingly) next to the work of professionals not so highly regarded, but more highly paid than most “high” artists.

The central question revolves around function, and the role of art in general. How is the artists’ book form special? At what point is it merely an ineffective and poorly distributed stepchild to big-time publishing, and at what point does it offer something (invention, criticism, alternative information) that the other media can’t? Well, it is a quick and noncumbersome means of receiving information or stimuli. It should be popular in a society that perceives and experiences everything rapidly. (Even our president prefers to get his briefings in pictures). I learned some of the little economics I know (don’t test me) from an innovative non-artists’ book published by the Institute for Labor Research and Development in which David Gordon’s text is paralleled by page by page by Howard Saunders’s comic strip where a cast of characters live out the dilemmas posed by the theory. And the book accompanying Avis Lang Rosenberg’s exhibition of feminist cartoons—Pork Roast—has probably raised more consciousness than most “high” feminist art.

In his recent book on pop culture as covert propaganda, The Empire’s Old Clothes, Ariel Dorfman tells a revealing story about a woman in the Santiago slums who begged him not to deprive her of her photo-novellas: “Don’t do that to us, compañero, don’t take my dreams away from me.” After Allende was elected and the people in the barrios had taken hope, he met her again and she told him she no longer read “trash.” “Now,” she said, “We are dreaming reality.”

There are artists’ books that present a reality rather than a fantasy, which gives access to ideas and information harder to come by in other forms, books that are serious works of reflection rather than unconsidered reflections. Janice Rogovin’s A Sense of Place/Tu Barrio is a bilingual photobook subtitled “Jamaica Plain People and Where They Live.” It includes brief, warmhearted texts by and about the subjects, from a working-class Massachusetts community. It is at once an appealing picture of what a neighborhood can be, a mini-sociology, “human interest” story, and a warning on the pending evils of gentrification.

Maybe Rogovin’s book, like Wendy Ewald’s moving Appalachian Women: Three Generations—also photos and oral history, is a photography book, not an artist’s book. The lines blur, especially when they confront the taboo against art that deals with “real world” issues. It’s important that artists’ books cross over and are integrated into that real world, but it’s also important that without being bound by categories, they retain a certain identity of their own. Masao Gozu’s In New York (Feb. 1971-Nov. 1980)—a totally photographic book of wistful, full-frame images of people in inner city New York windows is probably an artists’ book because it is uncaptioned, unbordered, and invisibly titled (on the spine only); in other words, its form as well as its content provides a bit of a jolt.

Some artists’ books have no pictures, and are categorized by an esoteric but inescapable “visual” component that also separates them from concrete poetry. (If this sounds vague, you can fall back on the Duchampian prop: “It’s an artist’s book if an artist made it, or if an artist says it is.”) I. Rose’s books and postcards
offer the kind of poetic insight into our absurd social condition that art is supposed to offer; sometimes she emits images or provides them vicariously. ("Bad news . . . bad news . . . I am looking for my anger but it's not there. Instead I find this grey cloud of cotton.") Mariona Barkus's annual Illustrated History offers twelve monthly postcards, pictures sparked by newspaper clippings on the pressing issues of our time from the defeat of the ERA to "bone dogs." Matthew Geller's 1983 Engagements is a calendar offering a New York Post headline for every day of your year—an apocalyptic assurance that it will probably happen to you, eventually. Still less overtly "artistic" is Jane Greengold's marvelous unillustrated Excerpts from the Diaries of Agatha Muldoon, the take-away part of a meticulously realistic installation under the Brooklyn Bridge; both book and art were so convincing that many viewers thought the fictional character of Agatha was as real as the history of her environment.

Don Russell has pointed out that an awareness of the book form is an absolute necessity. The page is a very specific space in a very specific context and must be carefully considered as the surface of a canvas and the space in which it's exhibited. Given the avant-garde mandate to "experiment," the best artists' books are either those that invent and enrich within this formal consciousness, or those that are aware of the special uses for content this form allows. (Ideally there is no either/or, but integrated examples are rare.)

Here, in brief, are a few more recent books that fulfill some of my criteria. (Many more have been published over the last decade; by 1979, the "Vigilence" show at Franklin Furnace offered a reading room of over 100 books for social change). Mimi Smith in This is a Test, Sharon Gilbert in A Nuclear Atlas, and Dona Ann McAdams in The Nuclear Survival Kit have all made witty and scary books about the grimmest news of all, the first two couched in almost appallingly lyrical graphics. John Greyson's Breathing Through Opposing Nostrils: A Gay Espionage Thriller is a hybrid that began (in Canada) as a performance and evolved into a series of text/drawings, a complex slide/video/film piece, and an artist's book. A fictionalized narrative of divisiveness, paranoia, and infiltration in Toronto's gay and lesbian community, it's a riveting tale told with political irony and morality. Strictly speaking, it could be called an illustrated book, but you can tell it's an artist's book because you've never seen anything quite like it in bookstores or libraries. Unexpectedness (not to be confused with obscurity) is a hallmark of the best of the genre.

For instance, Paul Rutkovsky's Commodity Character is a deceptively straightforward photobook with long narrative captions. It delves into the daily lives of several working families and individuals. These people may or may not be fictional composites (their pictures are definitely "posed"), but their relationship to what they want, can afford, and actually buy is nothing if not real. Each episode is accompanied by "commodity symbols" which are the key to "the money value and the time value of each character's situation: too much money, too little money, too much time, too little time." This sounds simple enough, and probably sounds boring. But it has humor, accessibility, and quiet graphic surprises. Rutkovsky has managed to cram into each plain parable an astonishing amount of information about how life in these United States works, avoiding pretentiousness and condescension. Unlike many artists' books this one can be read and studied over and over. It would make a great text for high school civics classes. Commodity Character's companion is a flimsy newsprint would-be supermarket — a fake mail order Catalogue: Order Now. With ambiguous photos and deadpan phrases, it describes unidentified products by their shopping mall location, color, texture, weight, and

On the same subject, Micki McGee’s *Something for Nothing: A Department Store of a Different Order* (which was also an exhibition, a giveaway event, and a videotape) is a literate and varied analysis of supply and demand under Southern California capitalism. Paul Goodman’s *Empire City* is quoted: “Is it bad stuff? ‘no, just useless,’ said Horatio sadly....” McGee too plays on the mail-order catalogue format (and museum catalogues) for her main section, dividing her products into their “functions”—“to disguise nature or the effects of nature,” “to show you have time to play, time to waste, time to kill,” “to demonstrate class ascendancy,” “to enhance sexual exchange value,” etc. These books make fine analytical accomplices to Beverly Naidus’s packets of stickers for guerrilla actions at the supermarket, questioning product’s usefulness, prices, and ingredients.

There is a certain irony to all this exposure of conspicuous consumption in that artists’ books themselves are distinctly luxury items, commodities with dubious exchange value on the current market. What are they for? You’d think there was already enough stuff flashing by us. But artists’ books, like performance art, seem to have located yet another mysterious lacuna crying to be filled. I know, because I’d miss them if they went away. Also, like performance art, artists’ books are best defined as whatever isn’t anything else. They aren’t quite photobooks, comic books, coffee-table books, fiction, illustration.

Perhaps this negative definition defines the trap of inaccessibility artists’ books have fallen into. They can seem just another instance of artistic escapism, elitism, and self-indulgence. But they are also an indication of a growing need for direct exchange and communication with audiences who have more to teach artists than the existing ones. Maybe artists’ books are a state of mind. Despite their general lack of visible effectiveness, they are part of a significant subcurrent beneath the artworld mainstream that threatens to introduce blood, sweat, and tears to the flow of liquitex, bronze, and bubbly.

**BIBLIOGRAPHY—BOOKS BY ARTISTS**

Artists' Books as Visual Literature
by Shelley Rice

ARTISTS' BOOKS gained a foothold in the art world during the radical years of the late sixties and early seventies, and they are often perceived as exemplifying the spirit of experimentation and rebellion which characterized that era. When discussing this relatively new art form, critics and artists tend to focus primarily on the book's function as an alternative space—an alternative mode of distribution which allows artists to circumvent the gallery system and make their work inexpensive and thus accessible to a large audience. This populist aspect of artists' books is, of course, extremely significant, but it is, nevertheless, not the whole story. The fact remains that artists' books are a new art form which has spawned new expressive and creative means. Now that this art form has a history and at least a few outlets, archives, presses, and publications, it is time, I think, to luxuriate in aesthetics—to grapple with some of the ways in which artists have used the book as an expressive medium and, in the process, redefined its essential nature.

Possibly the most far-reaching innovation of artists' books is their juxtaposition of images and words on a page. Words and pictures have, of course, shared the pages of books for centuries; and every childhood primer, history textbook, and morning newspaper attests to the fact that such combinations are standard fare in our contemporary technological society. But generally the cultural uses of words and pictures share some important characteristics: there is usually a direct relationship between language and images—one illustrating the other—most often in the service of a linear narrative. This straightforward relationship, this norm, has been imitated, parodied, altered, undermined, and sometimes completely revamped in artists' books. And, in the process, a new form of visual literature has been created.

There are thousands of artists' books juxtaposing words and images. Some of them are reasonably simple, others remarkably complex; some reflect trends in bookmaking, while others represent unique explorations. While it is impossible to mention all of these books, or even hint at all of the diverse solutions to the picture/text problem, it is possible to give an overview of some of the more important ways in which artists have chosen to use these elements as expressive modes on the pages of a bookwork. In surveying these myriad formal and thematic solutions, one can catch a glimpse of the amazing range of works and ideas which, until recently, have
all been lumped together under the generic rubric of “artists’ books.”

To begin with, a number of artists’ books are straightforward narratives, which juxtapose words and images in relatively direct relationships. *The Big Relay Race*, by Michael Smith, for instance, is a story that unfolds through a series of black and white photographs accompanied by short dialogue texts. Smith, who is best known as a performance artist, is the star of this show, and he and the fellows in his club do a practice run for a competition whose rules and purposes are never clarified. The comedy of errors that results involves briefcases, pencil batons, and a solo commuter course and ends up being a spoof on male bonding and the rat race of the business world.

In both tone and format, *The Big Relay Race* resembles a comic book. A number of artists—like Lynda Barry, Karen Fredericks, Gary Panter, and Mark Beyer—have, by the way, adopted the comic book mode wholesale and use that popular form as a platform for their own ruminations about modern life.) As in a comic, there is a direct relationship between the photographs and the texts: the reader/viewer understands that the pictures set the scene for the quotes printed beneath them. There’s also a direct relationship between words and pictures in Eldon Garnet’s *Cultural Connections*, a narrative which, like Smith’s, is developed through black and white photographs and texts. But whereas Smith’s photographs serve a straightforward documentary function, Garnet’s are suggestive and psychological and, therefore, complement the text rather than simply illustrating it.

Originally an exhibition organized at the Canadian Centre of Photography under the curatorship of Bradford G. Gorman, *Cultural Connections* (which was published as *Image Nation #24*) traces, in Gorman’s words, “the development of its ... postfeminist heroine ... through different social and cultural environments.” The narrative is divided into five distinct sections, each corresponding to one of the five different personae acted out by the protagonist as she adopts and then rejects a series of social roles: student, word processor, “kept” mistress, photographer, and finally scientist. Each time she takes on a new profession, she subjects her appearance, her environment, and her day-to-day habits to a total overhaul. These transformations are effectively suggested by the photographs, which provide the viewer with selective and often metaphoric glimpses of the heroine and of the objects and spaces that define both her visual and psychological landscape at a given time.

Garnet’s heroine ultimately finds no real meaning in her life. Three other narrative works—*Difficulty Swallowing*, by Matthew Geller; *Ransacked*, by Nancy Holt; and *Thirty Five Years/One Week*, by Linn Underhill—focus not on life but on death: specifically, the death of a loved one. When examined together, these three works can suggest the range of formal, conceptual, and even spiritual solutions possible in bookworks with ostensibly the same subject.

Matthew Geller’s *Difficulty Swallowing* is a medical case history which chronicles the death from leukemia of the artist’s girlfriend. The text, which dominates the book, consists of doctors’ reports, nurses’ notes, and official medical forms, as well as excerpts from Geller’s and his girlfriend’s diaries; the few photographic snapshots of the patient at various stages of her illness illustrate the deteriorating condition described in the text. *Difficulty Swallowing*, though poignant, is calculatedly unsentimental: its straightforward presentation of facts and documents serves to distance both the artist and the reader from the emotional tragedy of the situation and leaves no room for speculation about the meaning of either the life or the death.

Like Geller’s book, Nancy Holt’s *Ransacked*, the story of her aunt’s last days and death, is straightforward. The first half of the book consists of black and white photographs of her aunt’s ransacked house, which was taken over and looted by the “nurse”
who held the sick woman hostage. These documentary images are juxtaposed with quotes from the aunt about this experience. The second half of the book contains family snapshots, recorded evidence, background information, and excerpts from Holt's diary which describe the resolution of the situation.

The narrative itself is frightening, yet the tone of Holt's book is cool; like Geller, Holt functions primarily as an observer and a recorder. It is only in the last paragraph that the artist summarizes her understanding of the incident, thus allowing herself to speculate, not only on the death but on the metaphoric meanings inherent in life: "To me the story of the dying of my aunt and the falling apart of her house will always be interconnected, the gradual decline of her body through cancer coinciding with the harsh invasion and deterioration of her long cherished house." In this one sentence, the entire story comes together. The structure of the book resonates with new meaning, and the relationship of photographs and texts—which at first seems simply documentary—suddenly becomes infused with metaphysical significance.

Whereas Holt's musings about the meaning of life and death are a tiny but significant part of Ransacked, these speculations are the central concern of Thirty Five Years/One Week, Linn Underhill's memorial to her sister. A more subjective book than either Holt's or Geller's, hers is an emotional summary of thirty five years of a life that was abruptly terminated in one week of illness. The clinical, objective tone is absent from this book, which reproduces only excerpts from the artist's diary during the illness. The predominant black and white photographs, on the other hand, rarely deal with the disease at all; they record aspects of the sister's normal life: her daughter, her room, her snapshots, the objects she loved. The pictures, which are often printed in soft focus, blurred, or bleached out, become repositories of memory—especially the series of snapshots of the sister from childhood to adulthood which is repeated continuously and expressionistically throughout the narrative.

Unlike Geller's and Holt's books, Underhill's puts forth no direct relationship between text and photographs: the one deals with illness and death, the other with love and life. But the emotional climate of the book is a subjective bond which unites life and death, images and words, into a unified representation of a full life cut short. There are numerous artists' books which, like Underhill's, depend on a dominant emotional and/or psychological climate to create links between pictures and texts. Two such works, very different from each other in form and content, are Jacki Apple's Trunk Pieces and Barbara Rosenthal's Clues to Myself.

Trunk Pieces has the look and feel of a family album created during an era of charm and elegance whose glory has long since faded. Printed in sepia tones, the images—snapshots, old postcards, passports, records of places visited, and pictures of objects with special significance to the protagonist—are accompanied by several related narrative texts that chronicle travels: physical, emotional, and intellectual. Centering on the protagonist as well as her grandmother and mother and telling tales of unrequited love, fantasy, deception, and betrayal, the book ultimately uses photographs as evocative mementoes of the "illusions, expectations and lost dreams" described in the texts.

In Trunk Pieces, Apple uses pictures as springboards to memory, much as Proust used the madeleine in Swann's Way. In Clues to Myself, on the other hand, Rosenthal uses photographs in a dreamlike, associative way. This autobiographic journal of black and white photographs and texts, dealing primarily with the internal life of the artist, dispenses completely with unified narratives and direct word/picture relationships. The pictures are evocative visions of mundane objects and vistas: roads, dolls, houses, trucks, dogs, trees. The fragmented texts are diary entries, musings, quotes, dream transcriptions, memories, and stories that are related only indirectly—through mood or suggestion—to each other and to the photographs. Read together, these highly personal images and texts illuminate one artist's subjective world.
While Apple and Rosenthal use mood and emotional climate to hold together words and pictures, Richard Nonas and Lawrence Weiner count on more conceptual devices to unify seemingly unrelated images and texts. In Nonas’s *Boiling Coffee*, the text consists of phrases scrawled large on each page; the size of the handwriting alone gives the reader the impression that the protagonist is consistently shouting. Most of these emphatic phrases simply chronicle mundane urban activities: the protagonist walks around the block, talks to someone on the street, goes home, makes sculpture, and boils coffee, among other things. Yet interspersed among these ordinary activities are intimations of mortality—“I’m young now, but not like it once was”—and these intimations are reinforced by the stark, abstract, and expressionistic black drawings that surround both the text and the photographs, black and white pictures of men and women obviously from a culture different than the protagonist’s. Juxtaposed with the scrawled texts, these images, which at first seem to have nothing to do with the words, become more and more insistently, until the narrator eventually identifies so completely with one of the photographed men that the boundaries between them dissolve. In this context, the protagonist’s mundane activities become existential assertions of shared humanness: “I’m boiling coffee/to keep me warm/to keep me here/to keep him me.”

Nonas’s narrative forges connections between seemingly unrelated images and texts. There is, however, no narrative in Weiner’s *Passage to the North*. The photographs in the book, printed in sepia tones, are snapshots of the artist, his friends and family hanging out, talking, using the telephone. Yet these ostensibly casual pictures have a stilted air to them, as if they were posed tableaux. The photographs are printed on the right hand pages; on the left are a series of short phrases, usually printed one to a page. The pictures and words are not related in content, yet they become referential by juxtaposition. Thus, the attenuated statement, “grouped by virtue/of being there/what is necessary to bring about/what in fact is a natural phenomenon,” suddenly makes the reader wonder how, in fact, the people in the photographs came together in this particular time and place. At this point, these snapshots become loaded with philosophic implications.

All of the above-mentioned artists work, in different ways, to create connections between images and texts, while other artists take the opposite approach and use the book format to underline the disjunction between pictures and words. Anne Turyn’s *Real Family Stories*, for instance, is composed of typical black and white family snapshots—of children, homes, meals, vacations, and the like—which give the reader/viewer a stereotypic image of American family life. The fragmented text that accompanies these pictures, however, is a collage of stories that expose the sheer insanity of family interactions. The book unfolds in the context of a family dinner, during which we hear about secret fetishes for brothers, cousins, or sisters-in-law; about affairs and divorces and feuds; about unrequited love and mental illness and half-dead mice in quaint old houses. Juxtaposed, these pictures and texts point up the huge gap separating our idealized image of “normal” family life from its sordid reality.

In a less cynical manner, Glenda Hydler uses photographs and words to differentiate between internal and external experience. Since November 1972 Hydler has been creating an ongoing series of “diaries” with alternating pages of texts and black and white photographs bound in individual looseleaf notebooks. (Though there are well over eighty such books, only one of them has been published, *The Human Dilemma, Part I.*) These works have usually focused on the relationships between the artist and others in both personal and social contexts. The autobiographical texts, generally typed in fragmented segments without punctuation, maintain stream-of-consciousness intensity and explore the internal states of the artist during the period of time encompassed by each book. The photographs, on the other hand, are repeated variations of images that describe one particular aspect of the visual world on which the artist chose to concentrate during the same time span.

Most of the photographs are portraits of Hydler, although some depict landscapes, scenes, or objects. Sometimes these pictures relate directly, either in subject matter or
mood, to the text; sometimes they serve as metaphoric allusions to the emotional states described; at other times they have little if anything to do with the text, and act as visual counterpoints. But always in Hydler’s work the juxtaposition of texts and photographs creates a play-off between the intense emotion of the verbal expression and the cooler, more objective description of the world of appearances, and thus makes a statement about the different layers of reality that define personal experience.

The portraits of Hydler included in her books are, in many ways, like mini-performances. So are the books of Ida Applebroog, which were created as a series over a period of years. These small bookworks consist of a single, or at most two, drawings, repeated obsessively. Most often these drawings represent two people frozen in gestures clearly signifying that a crisis point in their relationship has been reached. Since the viewer always sees these figures through a window, with the shade half-closed and the curtains pulled back (so the window resembles a proscenium stage), an element of voyeurism creeps in. The power of Applebroog’s books lies in the fact that they imply narrative but never allow a resolution; the moment of crisis pictured is simply repeated over and over and over again, like a broken record, and is thus almost unbearably attenuated throughout the book.

In most of Applebroog’s bookworks the reader is given one or two phrases, strategically placed. These phrases hint at the problem, but never at its final outcome. Look at me, for instance, depicts a man and a woman; she, lying down, reaches for his arm in longing while he turns away. The viewer reads the phrase, “Look at me,” and sees the picture three times before the next phrase, “We are drowning, Walter.” And yet the book ends with the people in the same positions—as if the dialogue only pointed us that nothing changes, and that the real definition of hell is to be frozen in these charged moments for all eternity.

Applebroog perceives her books as theatrical works and, indeed, calls them “performances.” There have been a number of performance artists who have turned to bookmaking as a way of preserving their transient art works. In some cases—notably Seven Cycles: Public Rituals, by Mary Beth Edelson, and More Than Meat Joy, by Carolee Schneemann—artists have chosen to compile retrospective monographs of their collected performances which often include photographs, scripts, and working notes. In other cases, less documentary and therefore more relevant to this study, words and images on a printed page have been used expressively, to transcribe, interpret, and/or summarize the meaning of individual performance works. The resulting book is conceived as a separate, but equal, art work based on the same material used in the original performance.

One such bookwork is Donna Henes’s Dressing Our Wounds in Warm Clothes, a transcription of a project carried out on Ward’s Island in 1980. Done in conjunction with, and on the grounds of, the Manhattan Psychiatric Center, this “energy trance mission” was actually a participatory sculpture project designed to pool the creative energies of the artist and the 4,159 patients, staff members, and visitors on the island. The artist collected beloved old clothes from the community, tore them into strips and then, with the help of the denizens of Ward’s Island, tied 4,159 knots of cloth on trees, bushes, and fences around the Manhattan Psychiatric Center. Since tying knots at healing waters is a widespread custom practiced by women in countries as diverse as Morocco, Scotland, and Armenia, Henes’s ritual became a magic rite for the health of project participants.

The book based on this project is composed of transcriptions of Henes’s working notes, including conversations, stories, musings, and dream transcriptions. It also contains black and white and color photographs, straightforward documents, and composite images, all by Sarah Jenkins, recording the island, the sculpture, and the artist at work. But the composite images—stunning repetitious montages—transform “straight” photographs into visual mandalas that metaphorically describe the “network (of) ... connectivity” at the heart of Henes’s work. In this case, images become visual translations of this particular artist’s world view, another way of expressing the ideas embodied in Henes’s sculpture, notes, dreams, and interactions with people.

Dressing Our Wounds in Warm Clothes records Henes’s ritual in detail, both in pictures and words, serving as both a documentary and an interpretive work. Mary Fish’s The Perse-
polis Context, on the other hand, is barely descriptive of the original project. The book is based on a private ritual performed over a period of twelve hours in the spring of 1976 at Persepolis, an archaeological site in Southern Iran. In the artist’s words, “The activity consisted of scribbling a circle on the ground and dividing that circle into twelve equal parts, one for each hour of the day that I was to spend there. Each hour on the hour I placed a rose in the circle in one of the parts until at the twelfth hour twelve roses fanned outward to complete the circle.”
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Graphics are also central to Barbara Kruger’s feminist No Progress in Pleasure. In Kruger’s earlier book, Picture/Readings, words and photographs had been separate, though juxtaposed; in this work the two are integrated in slick graphic configurations making obvious references to mass media advertising and design. The verbal messages are short, generalized, and punchy, the pictures to the point. The text, “Your manias become science,” for instance, is superimposed on an image of a bomb explosion, and the combination strongly criticizes patriarchy: male’s actions among themselves, in relation to women, and, by extension, within the political arena. Whereas Haacke appropriates the look of corporate PR imagery, and Kruger alludes to Madison Avenue design, in This is a Test Mimi Smith refers to broadcast television. Basing her work on the nuclear “test” signals with which we are all familiar, Smith gives us five pseudo-broadcasts describing “possible” bombings of Washington, D.C., Peking, Paris, Moscow, and Tripoli. Each of Smith’s broadcasts is handwritten on a TV screen, yet the television set itself is “drawn” with words, scrawled in script, such as “Listen. This is a test... a warning.” The book is obviously an anti-war political statement, but its form encompasses more. By completely integrating her words and pictures, Smith is telling us that we cannot separate form and content—that in this information-oriented society, the medium is indeed the message.

There are several artists who, like Smith, have taken that maxim literally, and created books which completely integrate words and images in unique and fascinating ways. These artists have rejected the linear format of most bookworks, and have instead used book pages as arenas for the expression of non-linear, multi-dimensional visions of a time, space, and experience. Eileen Berger’s A Novel in Progress About a Woman Named Sylvia, for instance, is not a novel in the traditional sense; the narrative is non-linear, and specific situations and events are never described. Instead, Berger compares her work to the writings of literary artists such as Proust, Joyce, Woolf, and Nin, since her novel progresses as the heroine undergoes certain mental processes and shifts from one state of consciousness to another. These states of consciousness are reflected in arrangements of contemporary words and images, which Berger “finds” in the popular media, photographs, and then arranges in tight graphic montages.

Berger maintains a precarious balance between the controlled graphic order of each page and the unpredictable, seemingly chaotic interplay of disparate visual elements. The structure of each page is different (as of this writing, over thirty pages of a projected 200 have been completed, and these are now exhibited rather than bound), since none of them are preplanned. The artist allows her visual elements to suggest their own orderings and relationships based on the associations they trigger in her. Within these tight configurations, fragments of a contemporary woman’s visual experience—advertisements, dress patterns, art reproductions, illustrations, anatomical parts, phrases from books and magazines, etc.—appear and reappear, connect and disconnect, and alter in scale and importance. The completed pages document Sylvia’s odyssey through her inner life as she confronts her various personas; longs for escape into a Garden; initiates a betrayal; and suffers a Fall and its consequences. So the life of a particular woman converges with the archetypal patterns of myth, and these shifting fragments of information formulate a multi-dimensional vision of reality—of time and space, of emotion and memory, of the conscious and the unconscious mind.

Dick Higgins’s of celebration of morning is also designed to give reader/viewers a multi-dimensional vision of reality. Each of the eighty pages of this large, beautiful book is a montage of photographs, photo derivations, line drawings, poems, musical scores, rhetorical questions, and symbols from the I Ching. Together these pages compose a narrative (or a “polysemiotic fiction,” as Higgins describes it) about a young musician/dancer named Justin who overdoses on drugs while struggling to make the transition from youth to adulthood.

The “polysemiotic” format allows Higgins to depict his protagonist from different points of view and within different contexts, and, as a result, the viewer/reader experiences a cross-sec-
tion of the spiritual, moral, intellectual, physical, psychological, and social forces that converge to define Justin’s world. The book is divided into monthly sections that document a year in the young man’s life. This chronological narrative is counterpointed by, and interwoven with, a number of non-linear elements and organizational devices that provide alternative readings to the story. The individual pages, or “worlds” in Higgins’s words, are self-contained in both form and content. Combining diverse media in random arrangements, they suggest open-ended, shifting meanings and can be interpreted independently or cumulatively. Higgins recommends a non-consecutive, indeed a cyclical, reading of the book. So the meaning of of celebration of morning is constantly in flux, as the reader chooses between different relationships and progressions.

Many of the images in Higgins’s book depict Justin frolicking in the nude within natural settings and, thus, place his passage from boyhood to manhood within the seasonal cycles of nature—as well as in relation to the cosmic forces represented by the I Ching. Paul Zelevansky, in The Case for the Burial of Ancestors: Book 1, is also concerned with cosmic spiritual forces, but his book chronicles the history of a fictional people called the Hegemonians who resemble the Hebrews of the Old Testament. Book 1 corresponds roughly to Genesis, and the cosmic drama it describes is produced and directed by the Puppeteer, who plays with his Forty Shards in the four hours before lunch, and is acted out by twelve Co-Creators, who include the Artist, the Narrator-Scholar, the Shaman, the Hatmaker, the Jericho Mapmaker, and the Projectionist. The narrative develops episodically through a sequence of graphically designed pages that function as geographic grounds for text, pietograms, diagrams, symbols, and maps framed in constantly shifting relationships. This format makes it possible for Zelevansky to explore his subject from a number of different perspectives and to adopt different historical viewpoints on the historical processes he describes. The main events traced in the book are the creation of the Four Edges of the known world: the Bindery Wall, the boundary between the old and the new worlds; the Waters of Separation, which serve as an arena for exploration and dispersal; the Ground, the physical plane of existence; and the Hill, the place to which the Hegemonians may ascend. These edges serve simultaneously as physical, formal, and spiritual guideposts, for Zelevansky records not only the literal and metaphorical structures of these markers but also their metamorphoses in time: the “layers of understanding” that are uncovered as these sacred locations become mythic rather than functional, and are transmitted into legends, rituals, books, parables, pictures, songs, and such. So the whole history of these Four Edges—and, by extension, of the Hegemonian geography—is contained within the story of their creation. As the artist writes, "past, present and potential exist at once" in this book.

Zelevansky telescopes time and space; Bonnie Gordon, in her "Image-Maps," telescopes time and culture. Her recently published work, The Anatomy of the Image-Maps, is not an artist’s book in the conventional sense; rather, it is a reference work explaining the genesis of her imagery, and as such can be compared to Marcel Duchamp’s Notes and Projects for the Large Glass. For over a decade, Gordon has been exploring the contents of Merriam-Webster’s Third Unabridged Dictionary. By examining the etymology of words and by grouping together dictionary definitions which contained identical words, Gordon discovered that "the recurrence of similar tales of human commonplaces suggested that an organic system of emblems and allegories might underly the overt content of the dictionary and that linkages of identical words might be able to reweave and restore some semblance of that hidden structure." Since her word groupings inevitably suggested analogies to human forms, Gordon combined these verbal clusters with a stretchable halftone photograph of an anonymous adult male. The result is a series of “Image-Maps”: word pictures which represent a merger of these two forms of language and thus attempt to recreate the primal roots of human symbolic communication.

The Anatomy of the Image-Maps is an explanation of one of the most far-reaching bodies of work being produced by an artist today. And it is, I think, appropriate to end this essay with this book—because by tracing the roots of words and pictures, The Anatomy of the Image-Maps probes the conceptual and imagistic origins of all artists’ books which combine words and images.

BIBLIOGRAPHY—BOOKS BY ARTISTS

THE PAGE AS ALTERNATIVE SPACE
by Barbara Moore and John Hendricks

INTriQuarterly 43, an issue devoted to "The Little Magazine in America," Michael Anania points out that earlier researchers had estimated a total of 600 little magazines being published in English between 1912 and 1946. He calculates that at least 1500 such magazines were published in 1978 alone. These figures represent only one segment of the alternative press scene—the segment with a literary bias, periodicals rather than one-time publications, and material in one language only.

There are no such statistics available for the relatively recent phenomenon of artist-produced bookworks, very few of which fit neatly into the categories above. With hindsight it is possible to trace the trend back twenty or more years, but the vocabulary to describe it is not older than ten. Definitions of the term "artists' books" are as plentiful as the books themselves. Being given the title "The Page As Alternative Space" has allowed us the freedom of ignoring all criteria save one: that the works mentioned represent an artist or artist's colleague in control of their own work, outside of the gallery system.
If the publications are arranged chronologically, some surprises emerge. Try as we might, we could find very little published by American artists in the early fifties that was designed as an expression of their work rather than a statement about or reproduction of it. Original art was synonymous with “fine art”, the medium of painting, drawing and hand-pulled print. Publications were for expressing ideas (sometimes accompanied by photographs of paintings) or showcasing literary talent. Trans/formation, edited by artist Harry Holtzman (who had taught briefly with Hans Hofmann in the thirties and was also an official of the Federal Arts Project from 1936-37), had an international board of consulting editors that included Nicolas Calas, Le Corbusier, Stuart Davis, Marcel Duchamp, Buckminster Fuller, S.I. Hayakawa, S.W. Hayter and Nelly Van Doesburg. Its intention was to “cut across the arts and sciences by treating them as a continuum.” In its once-a-year issues published from 1950 to 1952, it carried essays on everything from current music (by John Cage and others) to quantum theory (by physicist Werner Heisenberg). Aside from an Ad Reinhardt art comic in each issue, the visuals were illustrations of the texts, albeit often eccentric in choice such as children’s drawings or commercial comic strips.

Semi-Colon (ten issues?, 1952-56) was primarily a poets’ newsletter, edited and published single-handedly by John Bernard Myers, who throughout the fifties and sixties exerted considerable influence in bringing together the poets and artists of the New York School in collaborative fine art prints and in theatrical works as producer of the New York Artists Theatre. Semi-Colon thus was also a vehicle for poetry by artists, among them Fairfield Porter.

Group ideas could be effectively disseminated through print. Publication of the first issue of Reality triggered more than 4000 letters to the editorial committee, which consisted of realist artists Isabel Bishop, Edward Hopper, Henry Varnum Poor, and Raphael Soyer, among others. Subtitled “A Journal of Artists’ Opinions,” its three issues (1953-55) rage against the “ritual jargon” and newly-abstract taste of a “dominant group of museum officials, dealers, and publicity men.” Interestingly, it preceded the publication of It Is, the most famous organ for the Abstract Expressionists, by five years.

Small press activity in the United States in the decade following the mid-fifties was distinguished by a progression of influential poetry magazines that to varying degrees incorporated the work of artists. Among them were Robert Creeley’s The Black Mountain Review (not as exclusively linked to the famous college as its name implies), Gilbert Sorrentino’s Neon, LeRoi Jones’sитетs, and Marc Schleifer and Lita Hornick’s Kuehbur. But none attempted to turn the magazine into art with the exception of Folder, edited by Daisy Aldan and Richard Miller between 1953 and 1956. Each of its four issues has at least one original serigraph plus a serigraph cover, and consists of loose printed sheets of fine paper, enclosed in a paper portfolio. Aldan credits a major influence on the format of the magazine to Caresse Crosby’s Portfolio series that was published by the Black Sun Press in the forties.

On the West Coast, Wallace Berman painstakingly created nine issues of Semina between 1955 and 1964. Each issue was put together literally from scraps of paper, the printing done by Berman himself to avoid censorship problems that had plagued him from the beginning, as well as high costs. Working alone, out of the mainstream, he published poems, drawings, and photographs by himself and others in editions of about two or three hundred. Fewer exist today as many copies were destroyed along with his home in a 1964 landslide.

In the mid-fifties widespread attempts to dissociate photography from the mass media were still nearly fifteen years in the future. The most notable alternative publications by photographers adapted to (and sometimes revolutionized) the mass market, in particular the books of William Klein, beginning with New York in 1956, and Robert Frank’s The Americans, the American edition of which appeared in 1959. Klein was an established fashion photographer as well as a painter who composed his photographic layouts in highly personal ways. Frank, a Swiss who had emigrated to the United States in 1947, has been called the “graphic spokesman of the Beat Generation.”

These photographic books eliminated the language barrier (Frank’s book had initially been published in Paris a year earlier, Klein’s was printed in Switzerland for an English publisher), but most of the above developments were somewhat isolated in the United States, largely concentrated on the East Coast, with particular energy surrounding the New York School of painters and poets. Independent development was taking place in Europe and South America.

From 1949 to 1951, eight issues of Cobra, “Organe du front international des artistes experimentaux d’avant-garde,” were published, with rotating editorship and printers (the review and subsequently the group took its name from the three main centers where its contributors worked: Copenhagen, Brussels and Amsterdam). This lively journal covered areas of pop culture (Charlie Chaplin appears several times) and anthropology as well as art. Its subtitle indicates two important impulses that motivated some of the publications already discussed as well as many later on: the possibilities of being an organ for a group and of linking individuals in different countries.

In contrast to much of the literary orientation in the United States at this time, some Europeans relied more on a concept of limited editions going back at least to Vollard. The work of two prominent individual artists is a case in point: Bruno Munari and Dieter Rot (a.k.a. Dieter Roth). Munari, a painter, sculptor, photographer, and graphic and industrial designer working out of Milan, began in the late forties to make a variety of “Libro Illegible,” which were handmade combinations of stitched and cut pages, using different colors and textures of paper, that were bound as a book. In the fifties he rejected “craft” and successfully adapted some of his ideas to the manufacturing process, as in his cut-page Quadrat Print produced in an edition of 2000 copies in 1953 or, a few years later, his mass-market children’s books, which contain differ-
ent-size pages, die-cuts, overlays and books-within-books, very much an extension of his handmade works.

The Icelandic artist Dieter Rot, schooled in Germany and Switzerland, was only thirty and already skilled at graphic experimentation when he published his work in the first issue of Spiraile (nine issues, 1953–64), which he co-edited with graphic designer Marcel Wysa and concrete poet/designer Eugen Gomringner. In 1957 he founded his own press (with Einar Bragi), Forlag Ed, in Iceland, and began publishing books with elaborate hand-cuts and die-cuts that create different effects as the pages are turned. Bindings are notebook-style spirals or loose-leaf rings, or the pages are loose in a folder; editions were small and signed. The large majority of Rot’s books have been self-published, first through Forlag Ed and, from the mid-sixties on, via his partnership in Edition Hansjörg Mayer.

In 1957 Rot’s friend, Daniel Spoerri, began the review Material (four issues, ca. 1957–59). In contrast to Spiraile, which is oversized in format but finely printed on colored papers, and which includes woodcuts and linoprints by established artists such as Hans Arp, Material is completely unpretentious. Devoted to concrete poetry, its issues were composed on the typewriter and avoided conventional sewn or glued bindings; the first and second issues, an international anthology of concrete poetry and Rot’s "Ideograms" respectively, are held together by ribets; the third issue, Emmett Williams’s "Konkretionen", has an ingenious rubber band binding designed by André Thomkins. Although published in a very small edition of 200 copies in paper, Material only cost three Deutschemarks (about $0.62). Early issues of Spiraile, published in editions of 600 copies each, had cost ten Swiss francs each (about $2 or $3). A few copies were signed and editions of 600 copies each, had cost ten Swiss francs each (about $2 or $3).

Material made an even more radical break with the past by being produced cheaply and made available at the lowest possible price.

But Spiraile and Material had other things in common. One of Spiraile’s editors, Eugen Gomringner, has called the father of concrete poetry, having written his first poems in that style in 1951. Haroldo de Campos and Décio Pignatari formed the Noigandres group in São Paulo in 1952 and, unbeknownst to them or to Gomringner at the time, Oyvind Fahlström had published his manifesto for concrete poetry in Stockholm in 1953. In Vienna Friedrich Achleiter, H.C. Arp, Konrad Bayer, Gerhard Rühm and Oswald Wiener were experimenting with sounds and concrete forms, most intensely in the period from 1954–59, although their publications didn’t begin appearing until the late fifties. Concrete poetry, whose practitioners should be considered both artists and poets, was becoming a truly international movement.

By the beginning of the sixties the variety as well as the quantity of what were soon to be called artists’ books was steadily increasing, and the trend toward publishing one’s own work was becoming worldwide. There had been a subtle shift from the derogatory concept of self-publishing as vanity-press to the possibilities inherent in an artist controlling his or her own work. Distribution systems underwent parallel changes. As early as the mid-fifties Ray Johnson began using the mail to disseminate his artwork. In addition to the collages for which he is best known, he sent small but bulky sculptural pieces and even, circa 1965, page-by-page, The Book About Death, for which complete sets of pages were never sent to the same person.

From about 1957 into the early sixties George Brecht printed, at first by himself on a ditto machine, later by offset, small numbers of copies of his analytical and carefully footnoted essays, Chance Images and Investigational Research, plus, on small slips of paper, the first of his tersely worded scores and events that would later be collected and republished by Fluxus as Water Yam. These were given or mailed to friends, sometimes accompanied by small objects or collages.

Graphic designer George Maciunas, who was responsible for publishing and designing most of the Fluxus editions, experimented in other ways with the mail. The yearbook Fluxus I (1964) could be mailed without additional packaging just by stamping, and addressing its integral container of wood or masonite. In 1965 he paired Henry Flynt’s essay, Communists Must Give Revolutionary Leadership In Culture with his own architectural plans, the two folded sheets sandwiched between samples of the plastic materials to be used in construction, which made a self-contained package. The design did not please the post office, which refused to mail it.

The significance of Fluxus I goes far beyond its role in mail art. Maciunas designed this anthology to accommodate a wide variety of objects as well as printed matter. Most of the pages are manila envelopes with loose items inside; the whole is held together with three nuts and bolts. (It is uncertain whether, at that time, Maciunas was aware of Fortunato Depero’s bolted book of 1927, Depero Futurista, but he sometimes openly cribbed other formats, noting that he could improve them by a better alliance of form and content.) Aside from taking the book form as far as possible into object form, Fluxus I represents the performance scores and conceptual pieces (many of them "gesture pieces" inherent in the format itself) of artists and musicians from half a dozen countries.

This growing internationalism was also apparent in most of the seven issues of Dé-coll/age, edited and designed by Wolf Vostell in Germany from 1962 to 1969. Vostell, who had been a commercial book designer, was considered a rival by Maciunas, both for his strong graphic sense and his vying for publication material from more or less the same group of artists.

Publications in this period could be as small as Rot’s two-centimeter-cubed (Daily Mirror Book) of 1961, a spine-glued chunk of 150-odd pages cut from the newspaper; or as large as Alison Knowles’s Big Book of 1967, an eight-foot high unique construction with a pole for a spine, "pages" on casters, and each page a three-dime size; books have been self-published.

They could be meticulously printed as publisher Hansjörg Mayer’s early oversize portfolios of fine prints with typography, or perfectly laid out concrete poems, each numbered and signed in small editions; or as immediate as the mimeo miniatures of Peter Schumann, which could be cranked out on the spur of the moment, sold for a dime or given away free, created by Schumann himself or by any of his associates, always...
Some books were obscure and (at the time) unmarketable, such as Jack Smith's *The Beautiful Book* of 1962. An unknown number of copies were handmade of 2½-inch contact-printed photographs mounted one to a page. An even smaller number in the edition have added handwritten text.

At least one book even got mass-produced, although its published version presents a somewhat slicker aspect than the artist's rough-hewn maquette. Allan Kaprow's *Assemblage, Environments and Happenings* was published by the commercial artbook publisher Harry N. Abrams, Inc. in 1966 in both hardcover and paperback editions, the former about 1500 copies, the latter 3000 or more.

Esoteric books could also be made to *look* mass-produced, as with most of the publications of the Something Else Press, founded by Dick Higgins in 1964 to promote avant-garde material. Higgins's somewhat subversive approach was to manufacture the most radical texts in conventional, high-quality bindings so that standard libraries would be more willing to put them on their shelves.

Some books were banners, propagandizing for aesthetic or political points of view. Such were the publications of the Czech happenings group Aktual, which, beginning in 1964, published a magazine of that title, then a "newspaper" (edition of fifty copies!), as well as elaborate near-object-like books by two of its leaders, Milan Knížák and Robert Wittman. Their extensive use of hand-printing and collage was less from a desire to make precious objects than due to the "unofficial" nature of their work; as with the underground samizdat that began to appear in iron curtain countries in the early sixties, Aktual's manuscripts had to be hand-typed in carbon duplicates or otherwise handmade in order to be published at all. Printing equipment of any kind was totally inaccessible and illegal. The frustration and compulsion behind these publications can perhaps be read into the title of the third and last issue of Aktual magazine, "Necessary Activity."

The variety of formats, contents, purposes, processes, and distribution systems begins to seem infinite. Unrestricted by conventions of size, for example, and seeking the cheapest, fastest means of offset, some artists published in newspaper format. Painter Alfred Leslie edited and published *The Harry Papers* in 1960 in tabloid size printed on newsprint with a newspaper-style masthead, but bound as a book. This "one-shot review" contains essays, poems, playscripts, reprints and the photographs of Robert Frank. *Scrap* was more of an actual newsheet; in its eight issues published between 1960 and 1962 editors Anita Ventura and Sidney Geist summarized the meetings of the Artists' Club and allowed a forum for the artists' circle of which they were a part.

Also in 1960, in Paris, for a Festival of Avant-Garde Art, Yves Klein published his one-day newspaper, *Dimanche*, which mimicked the real life *Dimanche Soir*, and features his manifesto "Théâtre du Vide."

The newspaper format was particularly well-suited for putting forward the work of a group. In 1964, George Maciunas turned a small double-sided sheet that had been published by George Brecht two years previously into the official Fluxus organ. In its expanded, four-page, *Times*-size format, *V TRE* displays occasional poster-like announcements of concerts or pictures of past events, plus scores that can be performed and pages that can be cut up to form self-contained "editions." All material was created expressly for the printed page by contributors from all over the globe. There were nine issues of *V TRE* under Maciunas, a tenth edited by Robert Watts and Sara Seagull with Geoff Hendricks, and an eleventh edited by Hendricks, the latter in 1979.

To herald the first Bloomsday event in 1963 at the Dorothea Loehr Gallery in Frankfurt, Bazon Brock, Thomas Bayrie and Bernhard Jäger had their *Bloom-Zeitung* handed out at a major intersection of the city. This newspaper was a transformation of a common scandal paper, *Bild-Zeitung*, by the insertion of the word "Bloom" throughout the front page, with a poster double spread inside.

By the end of the decade Steve Lawrence in New York was publishing a newspaper called simply *Newspaper* that contains pictures but no text. And the artist's newspaper came full circle as a conveyor of news and gossip with the founding of both Les Levine's *Culture Hero* and Andy Warhol's *Interview* in 1969.

Discussion of newspapers inevitably leads to the issue of artist politicization in the mid and late sixties—in the United States over racism and the Vietnam War, in Europe in disgust with materialism and later in sympathy with the student movements of 1968. *Guerrilla,* "a broadside of poetry and revolution," (1966-7, number of issues unknown, begun in Detroit by John Sinclair and Allen Van Newkirk) became part of a world-wide counter-culture press. Publications such as the *East Village Other* in New York and *International Times* and *Oct* in England drew from local and international communities of artists and poets for contributions. Among the most direct political publications were the Dutch *Provo* (13 issues plus one bulletin, 1965-67) and later, the hundred or more single sheets issued by New York's Guerrilla Art Action Group, which began in 1969.

Unconsciously at first, then deliberately, the self-published artwork had become a way of circumventing the entire gallery system and, taking a cue from the literary small press revolution, subverting the traditional publishing/distribution system as well. In 1962 artist Ed Ruscha published his first book, *Twentysix Gasoline Stations,* in an edition of 400 numbered copies. Five years later he reprinted it in an unnumbered edition of 500 copies. A third edition of 3000 copies came out in 1969. Ruscha was then a well-known artist, whose paintings and drawings were being promoted in a major establishment gallery. His decision to keep old titles in print whilst regularly creating new ones was acknowledgment of the irrelevance of the limited edition.

Other artists found they could use the independent book form to supplement an exhibition, in place of a catalogue. The most famous of these was Daniel Spoerri's "catalogue" for his 1962 exhibition at the Galerie Lawrence in Paris. This unassuming little pamphlet, *Topographie Anecdotée du Hasard (An Anecdoted Topography of Chance)* used the objects on Spoerri's table at a particular moment as the springboard for a series of autobiographical musings, a text that amplifies the same concerns evident in his table-top assemblages. In addition to the original French the *Topographie* has appeared in English and German (expanded and re-anecdoted by various of the artist's friends) plus Dutch, making it one of the most widely published artist's books.
Another example of the catalogue-as-artwork is Marcel Broodthaers's Mousles Oeuf Frites Pots Charbon (Mussels Eggs French Fries Pots Coal). Created for his 1966 exhibition at the Wide White Space Gallery in Antwerp, this shows the same attention to typography and layout as any of his more elaborate publications. Taking this idea one step further implies doing away with the gallery exhibition altogether. March 1-31, 1969 by Robert Barry, Douglas Huebler, Jawa, Kosuth, Lawrence Weiner, and twenty seven other artists is just one of several publications issued by Seth Siegelaub in New York in the late sixties that takes this conceptual approach. This book is the exhibition, easily transportable without the need for expensive physical space, insurance, endless technical problems or other impediments. In this form it is relatively permanent and, fifteen years later, is still being seen by the public.

Economics played, and still plays, a large role. The "mimeo revolution" that began in the fifties provided quick, cheap and very direct methods of printing. One could even draw directly on the stencil, as Claes Oldenburg did for his Ray Gun Poem, one of a series of "comics" made by the participants in the 1960 Ray Gun Spectacular. Works could be produced frequently without subsidy, and therefore could exist outside the commercial marketplace.

Poet Ed Sanders edited and published thirteen issues of Fuck You magazine, plus at least fourteen other publications, plus an assortment of flyers and catalogues between 1962 and 1965. In England, Jeff Nuttall's My Gun Mag had a run of at least seventeen issues between 1964 and 1966. Compare this with a typical publication of the early fifties. Trans/formation had been carefully typeset and offset by a regular printer, a time-consuming and expensive process. Originally planned as three issues per year, it only appeared three times in three years. And while Fuck You ran into serious trouble with the New York police, in which several issues were confiscated, the majority of such mimeographed publications avoided advance censorship by typesetters and printers.

Another economic short-cut is to have each artist in an anthology produce his or her own page in the requisite number of copies for the edition, in a predetermined size. An early example of such an "assembling"-type work is Eater, which was coordinated by Paul Armand Gette beginning in 1966 in Paris. Not all of the issues used this method of publication, but under somewhat different titles (Eater, Eater Contestation, New Eater) the magazine continued publication into the early seventies.

This article has barely touched on a whole range of other possibilities that can turn an ordinary page into alternative space. The Situationists, Group Zero and the Lettrists are only a few more of the groups that made significant use of printed matter in the two decades covered here. If any trend was discernible as the seventies approached, it was the tendency away from limited editions and toward making work available cheaply to as many people as possible. But back in 1969, this was not so clear cut. The developing medium, faced with adolescent growing pains, possessed enormous unfocussed energy, but lacked full evidence of maturity, even an efficient distribution system. It would be during the next decade that artists' books would finally come of age.

© 1980 by Barbara Moore and Jon Hendricks.

This article first appeared in Flux, New York: Franklin Furnace, December 1980, as an adjunct to an exhibition of the same name.
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Some Contemporary Artists and Their Books

by Clive Phillpot

IN ORDER to illustrate the rise of multiple books and bookworks since the early 1960s, this survey examines and reflects upon the publications of twelve artists who have been making books for at least ten years, who have demonstrated a commitment to the medium, and who have either been prolific bookmakers or have made books which were widely distributed and furthered the development of book art.
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The principal credit for showing that the book could be a primary vehicle for art goes to Ed Ruscha. While one can identify publications and tendencies which might be said to have some historical significance for the development of book art, Ruscha’s distinction is that for several years he produced books as a first-order activity and published them in comparatively large numbers. The consequence of this was that not only did Ruscha’s books become highly visible in galleries and bookstores—even boutiques—but the idea that an artist might use the book form to make artworks was also promoted and validated. Ruscha’s books did not simply appear in many places, they also appeared in bunches of five or ten copies at a time. Their multiplicity was apparent. His books were unsigned, unnumbered (after the very first printing of the first title), and the editions were unlimited. This was a radical break with the nature of previous interactions between artists and books. The customary aura of artworks was instantly dispelled. These were no precious objects to be locked away and protected from inquisitive viewers. They were obviously for use, and intended to be handled and enjoyed. Thus, Ruscha created the paradigm for artists’ books.

Ruscha’s first book, Twentyfive Gasoline Stations (1962), set the pattern and the tone for many of his subsequent books. Its cover was carefully designed, but not ostentatious; the typography was distinctive, and the title was a precise description of what was to be found inside. A good many of Ruscha’s books are simply collections of depictions of related objects, though not without certain surreal touches. For instance, the cover titles of two of his books are Various Small Fires (1964) and Nine Swimming Pools and a Broken Glass. Sure enough, the pages depict fires and pools, except for the last image in each book which is a glass of milk and a broken glass respectively.

If there are concerns which unify the various books they would seem to be photography, words and signs in the landscape, and motion. With regard to the latter, Twentyfive Gasoline Stations relates to driving, Dutch Details (1971) to walking, and Thirtyfour Parking Lots, in Los Angeles (1967) to flying. Ruscha’s books might therefore be compared with those of Hamish Fulton, for example, since walking is central to his art and to his books.

Royal Road Test (1967), made in collaboration with Mason Williams and Patrick Blackwell, which documents the road test given to an old Royal typewriter by hurling it out of the window of a moving car, parodies road test reports and resembles a slim manual sold with a mechanical device. It also demonstrates an ironic affinity with books which land artists and conceptual artists have produced in order to record their activities in remote locations. A book by Ruscha was also the subject of perhaps the first in-joke in contemporary book art. In 1967 Bruce Nauman produced a fold-out book entitled Burning Small Fires. The subject of this book was the documentation of the burning of an actual copy of Ruscha’s Various Small Fires.

Ruscha’s books embody primarily visual content, multiplicity, cheapness, ubiquitousness, portability, nonpreciousness—even expendability—features inherent in his first book in 1962, and thus predating most of the related book art activity of the late sixties and early seventies. His early books also predate the ascent and apogee of conceptual art at the end of the sixties.

For many conceptual artists the book was the most appropriate means to record and disseminate their ideas, theories, diagrams, or drawings, or to embody their artworks. At this time many artists were also concerned with writing—as art or about art—thus, they too were led naturally to use the book form. The interest of several pop artists in book production also peaked in the late sixties. Indeed, this moment seems to have been a particularly fruitful time for publishing.

The social unrest of the period was accompanied by an efflorescence of leaflets, posters, pamphlets, and magazines. At the same time those who had opted out of mainstream urban society were also active in publishing, both for self-help and for communal exchange. Music had also taken on a new social character, and many magazines were spawned by rock culture. A climate existed in which many people were both hungry for news and information which the general media did not provide and consumed a great deal of more pertinent printed communication. Underground publishing, political publishing, minority publishing of all kinds thrived as more and more groups catered to their own needs and those of others like themselves. More vivid graphics than had been seen for a very long time, and perhaps never before on such a public scale, became rampant.

Another influence upon artists was the fact that art books had become plentiful. Color illustrations had also become commonplace, not only in art books, but also in illustrated histories and biographies. Photography books also multiplied. Most people, including artists, experienced more art through books, magazines, and reproductions than in the original. Perhaps it is not so surprising that artists should take over the art book, so long the domain of the critic, use it for their own ends, and make a secondary medium suddenly primary. The advent of the artist’s book now made it possible for people to experience art in a form for which it was conceived; artists’ books were not books of reproductions but books which contained exactly repeatable art, or statements. By working with the medium—printing—artists were able to ensure that their art reached the public in exactly the manner which they intended.

The street politics of the late sixties were notoriously democratic, even socialist, and these tendencies colored the intellectual and cultural climate of the time, as well as generating much talk, much writing, and much printing. It is not surprising, therefore, that artists working in this climate should also absorb or manifest such democratic tendencies. Of all the relatively inexpensive media available to the artist, printing is the one that most facilitates wide communication of ideas. After posters, books are the most effective agents in this process. Books, almost uniquely, can filter into every nook and cranny of every level of society. Thus, the comparative ease of printing plenty of copies of a book and the ease with which books are assimilated into the culture made them ready vehicles for the democratic gestures of artists. There is a certain irony in the fact that our exemplar, Ed Ruscha, does not seem to have been responding to an overtly articulated democratic impulse in making large, relatively cheap editions, and in reprinting them frequently.

One other factor in the emergence and expansion of book art should be noted. By the time the sixties were in full swing, the fine art media hierarchy, for so long dominated by painting and sculpture, had been torpedoed by the rise in the awareness and use of photography, not only by artists themselves, but also, to an overwhelming extent, in the wholesale wrap-around world of the advertising, communications, and media continuum. The influence of the period also made it possible for some artists to dabble in film and television. At the same time, the boundaries between art and theater, liter-
ature, dance, and music, became very ragged. Many artists began to experiment in areas adjacent to the visual arts, and in this way the book structure was rediscovered by painters, sculptors, printmakers, and others. This decade was also a time when more artists felt compelled to discuss their intentions in print than ever before. The artist’s statement, the facts from the horse’s mouth, became an essential component of exhibition catalogues. Writing and books had for too long been the products of the hands and minds of critics and art historians. There were a great many articulate artists who wished to communicate without intermediaries, as well as many opportunities for them to contribute in many more publications.

The book art which sprang out of the sixties differed radically from the products of previous associations between artists and books. Earlier in the century futurist artists, dada artists, and constructivist artists had all been print-oriented. There exist large numbers of manifestos, leaflets, pamphlets, magazines, and books which were edited, written, or designed by artists associated with these movements. But the artists functioned within conventional, largely literary, norms—if not typographic norms. This was hardly surprising given the importance of the writers Marinetti, Tzara, and Mayakovsky in the publishing activities of these movements. The artists, who worked as poets, typographers, illustrators, or graphic designers, did not conceive of their work in these specialities as anything other than contributions to the effectiveness of a literary form. Their art was something separate. It is only in recent times that dada magazines, for example, have retrospectively been accorded the aura of art; virtually none of the artists of that time consciously employed the structure of the book as a primary vehicle for art. They were often exceptionally good designers or illustrators. It was the social and artistic revolutions of the fifties and sixties that made possible the conception of the book as an integrated reproducible artwork.

In the fifties and sixties artists who were just as diverse in their interests and practices as certain of the dada, futurist, and constructivist artists helped to bring about the phenomenon of book art. Many artists who were active in printmaking, graphic design, photography, typography, and particularly in concrete poetry—activities geared closely to the idea of multiple results—began to make books which grew out of their preoccupations. Dieter Roth personifies this trajectory.

Before discussing Roth’s work, a comment upon the phenomenon of multiples may be appropriate. The idea of the multiple and its eventual realization paralleled the development of book art. The term multiple generally signifies three-dimensional objects, rather than two-dimensional multiple printed art, and the objects were generally conceived of as inexpensive editions of sculptural works which could be replicated with contemporary materials, such as plastics. The appearance of multiples in the sixties can perhaps be associated with the same democratic impulse that has been identified in connection with book art, but their appearance may also be related to the wave of conspicuous consumption evident at that time. Multiples enjoyed only a brief popularity before fading away in the seventies. It now appears that books are the most efficient and effective form of multiple art.

Dieter Roth (a.k.a. Diter Rot) has made multiple objects as well as various kinds of printed multiples. Some of his experiments with the book form have also led him towards book objects; for example, his Literaturwurst or Literary Sausage (1961), which was a sausage skin filled with cut up newspapers mixed with water and gelatine or land and spices, was later produced as a multiple.

His earliest books, executed in the fifties, are related to the prints he made at the time. His preoccupation with geometric imagery led him to make several printed sheets with hand-cut and die-cut holes and slots. Inevitably, Roth bound certain of these sheets and thus confirmed the need to turn them as pages in order to experience the whole work and the interaction of its parts. The first book of this kind, known, significantly, as Children’s Book, was begun in 1954 and published in 1957 (Collected Works, Volume 1, 1976).

Most of Roth’s early books were made in signed and numbered limited editions, a reflection of their printmaking origins. Thus, Roth and Ruscha must be taken together to demonstrate the full potential of the new book art: Roth creating art dependent upon the book form; Ruscha creating books in open editions. Ruscha has generally produced books which have affinities with photography and documentation, while Roth has often demonstrated affinities with printmaking and object-making.

At the end of the sixties Roth collaborated with Hansjörg Mayer, who began to republish the earlier work in a standard format and in editions of at least 1,000 copies, thus bringing them out of the limited edition framework and into the multiple book art arena. Some of the volumes in the Collected Works recreated unique bookworks as multiples; others effectively transmuted earlier works into new bookworks; others again reproduced literature or functioned as documentation.

In some cases the subject matter of the book went through several metamorphoses before publication in the Collected Works.

In 1961 Roth broke away from his geometric style and began to work with found printed material, as in Bok 1, Bok 1b, Bok 1c, Bok 2c and Bok 3d. These books are made respectively of pages from newspapers, comics, printers’ run-up sheets, and children’s coloring books, which were simply cut into uniform sized blocks and given an adhesive binding. Two of them also had holes cut in their pages. After making these books, which were all approximately 20 cm x 20 cm, Roth made the Daily Mirror Book from pages of the London tabloid newspaper, the Daily Mirror. This time, however, the book’s pages measured only 2 cm x 2 cm; in every other respect it was similar to the Bok 1 series.

One of Roth’s most effective books is also a reconstituted earlier one, 246 Little Clouds (Collected Works, Volume 17, 1976), first published in a rather murky version by Something Else Press in 1968. The 1976 reconstruction is technically superb, every page given the term “photorealist” a new dimension, since the illusion of torn pieces of paper taped to the superb, every page given the term “photorealism” a new dimension, since the illusion of torn pieces of paper taped to the original pages is strong enough to fool the eye into thinking that the hand can actually feel these scraps. In addition every crease and scuff mark on each sheet is reproduced with the greatest fidelity, thereby enhancing the illusion further.

246 Little Clouds comes complete with the original instructions for turning the sheets and their contents into a book. 246 Little Clouds is 246 phrases, questions, sentences, paragraphs, or single words were spread over 180 pages. At the behest of Emmett Wil liamson, these phrases were subsequently illustrated by Roth. The resulting drawings or excerpts of paper were then taped onto the pages in the space below the phrase to which they referred. When these “little clouds” were photographed, they 49
The result of this process is a complex verbi-visual book in which the so-called illustrations sometimes accompany the verbal imagery in a predictable and passive way but may also interpret or restate the words in a totally unexpected way, juxtaposing an apparently unrelated visual image with the verbal image or phrase to create an electric dialectic between them. Because 246 Little Clouds is dependent for its effect upon a fixed sequence of pages it has the hallmark of a classic bookwork.

It is possible to take a purist view of the books authored or designed by artists, and, out of the welter of so-called artists' books, to separate out such bookworks (artworks dependent upon the structure of the book) from book objects (art objects which relate to the form of the book) and those books which just happen to be by artists and do not differ fundamentally from books by writers, scientists, gardeners, or philosophers. These distinctions will be useful if borne in mind, since many artists' books are far from being artworks. It is also the case that artists' books tend to mimic other types of publications, such as trade catalogues, magazines, exhibition catalogues, comics, photography books, and literary texts. In the hands of the few who have become dependent upon a particular book form by just such mimicry. In these cases one is not looking at yet another book of photographs or another exhibition catalogue; instead, the genre has been appropriated by the artist for other purposes.

If one is concerned with the book as artwork, then bookworks are generally the most significant of the subdivisions of book art. Multiple bookworks, as opposed to unique bookworks, are also more expressive of the nature, and indeed the purpose of the book. Unique bookworks are often only one step away from mute sculptural book objects that at best simply provoke reflections on the history and meaning of the book as a cultural phenomenon. Furthermore, art conceived for mechanical re-purposing, and which therefore incorporates the unrepeatable verbal, visual, or verbi-visual narratives, is not only realized through the agency of the printing press, but, as a result, is also disseminated more widely. Compared with the unique artwork, the multiple artwork has an enormously expanded potential audience simply because of the multiplicity of its locations, for the original artwork can reside at each location simultaneously. Art presented almost surreptitiously in the familiar form of the book also achieves the potential to reach many people who would not cross a threshold framed with classical columns in order to see books or art behind glass.

Few artists who worked with the book form in the sixties have continued to publish in the seventies, apart from Roth. Roth, for example, has published very little since 1971. However, two artists whose works were published mainly in the sixties should be acknowledged here, since these works were quite well distributed and, therefore, affected the visibility of the idea that art could exist in book form. They are Eduardo Paolozzi and Andy Warhol.

Eduardo Paolozzi's book Metafisikal Translations was published in 1962, the same year as Ruscha's first book. Like his sculpture and two-dimensional work, it is constructed on the collage principle, but it also grew specifically out of his collage movies, The History of Nothing. The text, which is derived from altered, collaged, found texts, is reprinted with a child's printing set, leads one further and further away from anything resembling logical exposition, and is accompanied by a miscellany of found images, including old engravings, magazine illustrations, and diagrams, which are positioned and enlarged so that they give off strange new reverberations.

In 1966 Paolozzi's second book, KEK, was published by the Copley Foundation. On this occasion his collaged texts were typset and given a formal coherence which initially tends to disguise their inner randomness. The illustrations are integrated with the text and appear to be recycled from a wide range of magazines. Many of the illustrations are inherently odd, but other more inert images appear odd only in their new context.

Abba Zabu, Paolozzi's next book, published by Hansjörg Mayer in 1970, is similar in conception to KEK but loses the possibility of either typographic vitality or pseudo-sickness by employing fairly uniform typeset texts throughout. Once again, slanty odd texts are juxtaposed with collaged texts, but the association of a random caption and text with each image gives each page more focus than the continuous text in KEK. While Paolozzi's books were never as void as his print series Moonstrips Empire News (1967) and General Dynamic F.U.N. (1965-70), their very existence made them markers in the progress of book art through the sixties.

In addition to such English pop artists as Paolozzi and Allen Jones, several American pop artists were also drawn to publishing, though not until they were well-established did they produce publications that entered the mainstream. Claes Oldenburg, for example, did not have Store Days published until 1967. Although Andy Warhol had made conventional books in his early illustrative style, it was not until 1967 that he, too, had a substantial book published in a large edition. Andy Warhol's Index (Book) was published by Random House, which meant that the book was positioned to take advantage of trade distribution channels. Both on account of Warhol's notoriety and the novelty of the work, awareness of its existence and knowledge of the book itself was widespread. Warhol's inventive appropriation of the children's books pop-up format, his use of brightly colored images, and his occasional games with the page asserted that enjoyable encounters with the book, and paper engineering in particular, need not be consigned solely to the period of childhood. Although Andy Warhol's Index (Book) is a mixture of the conventional and the experimental, or playful, it helped to open up possibilities for artists who were interested in the form of the book. Given his audience and resources, as well as the subsequent development of book art, it would be interesting to see what Warhol might accomplish in this area today.

Practically the only other artist to have had a book published by a major publisher is Sol LeWitt; in 1979 Abrams published his Geometric Figures and Color, the only bookwork in their series of "Books by Artists." Since this was distributed via mainstream booktrade outlets, it was, therefore, made much more accessible to the general public than most book art. LeWitt is probably the most prolific multiple book artist. His first book, Serial Project # 156, was published as one of a collection of items in "the magazine in a box"—Apex, in 1966. His first autonomous book, Four Basic Kinds of Straight Lines, was published in 1969. By 1983 he had at least thirty titles to his name.

The principal attribute of LeWitt's books is one common to all books: a dependence upon sequence, whether of families of marks or objects, or of single or permuted series which have clear beginnings and endings. While books are a convenient form in which to present such sequences, the content of LeWitt's work is rarely intrinsically dependent upon the structure of the book; in fact, many of his books amount to documentation of work in other media. Four Basic Kinds of Straight Lines (1969) is a square book which displays four kinds of lines singly and in all their combinations. It is a book of perfect clarity of idea, execution, and production. Subsequent books generally follow this pattern of setting down a vocabulary of forms and then permuting or combining them in logical sequences, either directly on the page or indirectly through photographs of sculptural forms undergoing similar permutations.

Around 1977 LeWitt began to publish photographic books which contained progressions or variations which were not limited. For example, Brick Wall (1977) contains thirty almost identical black and white photographs of an exposed, unpainted brick wall; while Photographs (1977) uses color photography to document found grids, such as gratings in the street or on buildings. Although the latter are grouped in families, as are the objects in Autobiography (1980), they do not, cannot, demonstrate closed progressions.
Although his books generally only exploit the sequential properties of the book, LeWitt has on many occasions made works specifically for this medium, and the results have been highly accomplished. Furthermore, his own commitment to the book form has been a factor in keeping other artists aware of the option of working in this way—not just in America, for he has had books published in many countries and has encouraged their exhibition alongside his works in other media.

Lawrence Weiner is also a prolific book artist, and his involvement with the book also began in the late sixties. 1968 saw the publication of his first book, Statements, as well as the offprint publication known familiarly as "The Zenon Book," the first book to have no more and no less of a title than Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Douglas Huebler, Joseph Kosuth, Sol LeWitt, Robert Morris, Lawrence Weiner. Seth Siegelaub was involved in the publication of both these books, and in the following year he published important catalogues of exhibitions, including one entitled July, August, September 1969 which practicably amounted to a self-contained exhibition, since many of the featured exhibitions were scattered around the world while others required only that the catalogue entry be read.

Statements contains phrases which, while general in character, such as "One standard dye marker thrown into the sea," actually conjure up specific pictures in the mind's eye of the reader. That the connection between Weiner's previous artworks and the words in Statements remains close. In his second book, Traces (1970), however, the succession of single words are all verbs, for example: "Thrown," "Removed," "Poured," etc. While these words are generally less specific in their meaning than the statements, the connection with Weiner's earlier art is still apparent, since the verbs refer to the active processes common to this work. Not until 1971 did Weiner begin to arrive at texts which are both self-referential and dependent upon the book form. In 10 Works such phrases as "under and over" and "back and forth"—particularly when strung together—finally reach an effective level of generality.

In Green as well as Blue as well as Red (1972) the most concrete items in the book are the three colors referred to in the title. Concurrently with his arrival at this level of abstraction Weiner also introduced a degree of permutation of items. He had selected families of items in his earlier books such as Floured (1971) and 10 Works and had also displayed permutations in 10 Works—and Causality. Affected and/or Effected (1971), but Green as well as Blue as well as Red is the most abstract and systematic book up until this time. Practically every word is a building block to be added to others, rearranged, and substituted.

This book also epitomizes Weiner's developed use of typography and page layout. The next developments in Weiner's books was the incorporation of photographs with texts. In Once Upon a Time (1975) his texts accompany photographs by Giorgio Colombo. These photographs appear to be unconnected to each other, and yet, read in juxtaposition to the text; instead, they seem to provide a living context for Weiner's abstractations, and, indeed, for his mappings. Once Upon a Time is full of doubts and questions and the apparent abstractions are colored by the artist's feelings. Later books frequently incorporate photographs because they grow out of movie projects, examples include: Towards a Reasonable End (1975) and Passage to the North (1981).

It would seem that only was language a fundamental aspect of Weiner's art from the beginning but that it also provided a medium through which he could extricate himself from the specifics of sculpture and painting and from their almost incapable physicality and uniqueness, and embed himself into the insubstantial, repeatable, and verbally hospitable medium of film.

The book form has played an essential part in structuring his language works, but Weiner, as emphatically as anyone, has also made multiple books because of his opposition to the creation of unique objects, and to make his work accessible.

At the beginning of the seventies many of the more ubiquitous books by artists were extremely unassuming. In keeping with their origins in conceptual, minimalist, and allied art forms, they frequently took the form of slim white pamphlets with keeping their words in conceptual, minimal, and allied art forms, they often contained only words. Books published in Holland and Italy, in particular, contributed to this fairly pervasive style. Weiner's early books conformed with this form of presentation. So, too, did some by Richard Long: From Along a Riverbank (1971) for example.

Since many of Long's works are executed in very remote locations and are subject to the ravages of time and the elements, their existence might never be known or shared by other people unless a record of their appearance was exhibited. Photographs of these works have never been made. In its place, the artist has published a book, using the landscape as a means for making these inaccessible works known, and books of photographs further increase their potential.

In 1971 Art and Project published Long's From Along a Riverbank, which, with the exception of the similar From Around a Lake published by Art and Project two years later, is a more book-dependent work than any of his other books. Curiously, it also resembles Ruscha's A Few Palm Trees, published in the same year, not merely because of its botanical concern but also because of the way that the photographs have been stripped so that their subjects are presented in isolation in the space of the page. The book known in brief as Two Sheepdogs, also published in 1971, demonstrates yet another variety of content: short sentences in the form of captions are associated with photographs of rocky moodland. However, these captions are by no means passive. When a phrase such as "The stream says I can touch you as I pass by," is placed below a picture, it gives an anthropomorphic cast to simple elements in the landscape.

The book has made at least one book, Twentye Words (1981), with solely verbal content, as well as another, South America/Pama/San, Spiral (1972), that contains pictorial drawings and words, but his recent books are visually conform to a similar prescription.

Most contain photographs of his work, in remote locations and in galleries and museums, that are not concerned with each other, but are simply strung together to make an album. The photographs are frequently astonishing, but the books are only picture books.

Daniel Baren takes a diagnostically opposite attitude to Long, since he denies that his books are artworks. These of his books
which discuss pre-existing works can certainly be regarded as pure documentation. But Buren has also been a frequent contributor to many anthological publications, and his contributions to these take one of three forms: he presents writing illustrated by photographs of the art, writing accompanied by unrelated "photomontage," or he presents his art directly. Since Buren's art is art contributions are stripped pages. The July/August 1970 issue of Studio International contains eight pages of alternate yellow and white stripes of standard width, in the Winter 1975 issue of ThirdQuarterly he presents six pages of green and white stripes.

Buren has generally made pageworks rather than bookworks, but the books which collect his writings, present his theories, or record his works are quite numerous. He has, therefore, contributed to the visibility and viability of the book as a medium for visual art. One could, in fact, argue against Buren's assertion that the books which document his art are not art themselves art. As one could of Jan Dibbets' Robin Redbreast's Territory Sculpture 1969 (1970), that without the existence of these books the artworks would not be perceived in their totality. Buren himself is well aware of this dilemma and refers to it in his provocative book Reboundings (1977). Until this book appeared, the work which is discussed and documented was silent. The subtleties of the work were, perhaps inevitably, not appreciated, so Buren's dilemma was whether to leave the work pure but silent, or to remount it somewhat through explanation in a printed medium and thus convey its nature to another audience. It will be apparent, therefore, that the distinction between a book and a bookwork can become somewhat blurred.

Photography, alongside drawing and writing, is one of the principal means that book artists employ in order to communicate their concept and purpose. Even books which do not overtly communicate through photographs would not generally exist without photographic processes, such as plate-making, etc. In most cases photography is used expressively, not to produce wall pieces and to make films. His books employ photographic imagery and conventions, even when exhibitions occasioned their publication. Indeed, he is sensitive to different book formats; for example the wall calendar format of Ingres, and Other Parables (1971), the portfolio format of Throwing Three Balls. . . . (1973), and the concertina or accordion format of Fable (1977). One could say that the form of the latter work successfully liberates it from its origins as a wall piece, and reinterprets its contents through a historical book structure.

Most of Buren's books are visual narratives. Only Ingres, and Other Parables do the texts become more important than the images. In other works, such as Choosing: Green Bean (1972) and Two Events and Reactions (1975), the short prose passages are essential to an understanding of the images. In the case of Throwing Three Balls in the Air to Get a Straight Line: (Best of Thirty-Six Attempts) the title also takes on the burden of the text. But unlike Throwing Three Balls . . . . Brutes Killed Caesar (1976) it is entirely dependent upon its desire of meaning; it was not in the first instance independent but ever increasing.

The destruction of the book is a theme which is echoed in several other books by artists. In 1976 Thompson began another period of sustained involvement with the book, but the books of 1976 and 1977 do not display the titles of the sixties. Visually, one thing is apparent; the cover of Thompson's, the form, almost all of her work since, in theory at least, every copy should not survive in first reading. The book demands that the reader become physically involved with it. Apart from the title page each page carries an instruction, for example, "crumple this element into the smallest unit possible," and "ignore it with entire disassemblage." The destruction of the book is a theme which is echoed in several other books by artists.

In some extraordinary books from 1980, 11, 12, 13, Blue Sky, Easy, and Eleanor, whole words and sentences become restless, enlarged, and hover between images and signs. The activity of turning pages to follow the progress of a story becomes absolutely essential if they are to be read and understood. If one does try to read the books in the orthodox manner, the enlarged letters, the colored inks and papers, and the framing function of the page help to slow down the reading process so that one can linger over the text. In Moreover, the book form could not stand up to Thompson's relentless pressure. In Whatever Happened to Lovers' (1980) the book becomes just a flip on the page; sentences slide off the poster/page in all directions; the traditional book form is turned inside out.

H ompson's works illustrate how the book artist may literally wrestle with words. Since words function as both images and signs, their combination with pictures can take several forms. When used as captions, words can manipulate the meanings of photographs; turn them into particular readings, or create dissonance between the two elements. When words and images simply lie side by side, a so-called artist's book or visual text often turns out to be just a cheap remnant of the illustrated book tradition. One characteristic of artists' books and bookworks is indeed their fusion of word and image. Helen Douglas and Teller Stolen, in their book Chinese Whispers (1976), solve the problem of integrating words and images by giving words object status. The phrases "This book is a new title" exist in the pictures themselves. The artists also play with the image of a bread bin labeled "BREAD," so that as the camera closes in the wood fills up the page only until the exhortation "READ" remains visible. In all these cases, however, the words are embedded in the image; they do not float on the surface of the page.

Chinese Whispers is Stolen's fifth book, the last two coauthored with Helen Douglas. These three books demonstrate a remarkable progress over their four years. The first book, Passage (1977), is full of brilliant visual anecdotes which exist as separate entities in the volume, but which refer to, or depend upon, the book form and time and again. Pages with images of two halves of a sandwich are con
notably pried open and stuck shut again. A roller picks up paint from the lefthand page and transfers it to the right. Sequences of page builds up odd rhythms. Foolproof (1973) uses sequences similarly but handles individual components so that they are moved across pages as the book is flipped by the reader; while in Spacets (1974) Stoken begins to interweave sequences of images together.

There is a much greater sense of progression through this book, as well as movement into and out of the page as the camera pulls across the page in a staccato rhythm is set up by the gymnastics of a versatile piece of furniture.

The fourth book in the series, Loophole (1975), is a marvelous invention. The reader is led smoothly through a remarkable visual adventure that takes place in the shallow space of the book. By turning the pages one is continually peeling off layers of imagery until ruptured surfaces are successively overlaid again—but incorrectly. Towards the end movement in and out of the book is disrupted by imploding, distended forms. The book pulls apart and flat.

Chinese Whispers (1976), which succeeded Loophole, is another rich narrative incorporating quite different rural imagery, except for some construction work, a recurring theme in four of the five books. Both the book and the photographs are very handsome and reveal a growing ease in working on an extended narrative and with the book structure.

Stokes and Douglass's next book, entitled Blinkscale (1977), is very different. This book photographically represents, and structurally mimics, an accordion. If the boards of the book are opened and then one side the side they expand into a continuous strip of lush green meadow, as if the accordion's music were equated with the bills of the grasses, undulating like the sea.

Back to Back (1980) is the first of Stokes's books to contain a text. Both text and pictures describe an excursion from a stone house into hilly country. The images of the landscape are immensely powerful and starkly printed. The short text is not such a tight fit as the pictures, but it does evoke movement through the book and a strange timelessness. In a curious way, Back to Back, though different in every detail, has a similar overall rhythm to Loophole. In both cases about three quarters of each book has a great deal of movement in and out of the space of the page; then, at the end, there is less agitation and a slow peaceful glide to a conclusion.

Stokes, particularly when working with Douglas, has amply demonstrated the capacity of the book to convey complex visual narratives. These sequences amount to a totally new form of visual poetry which has more affinities with an intricately cut and edited movie suddenly frozen on the page, than with traditional book content.

Blinkscale is one of the few books discussed here which has an unconventional binding; Baldessarini's Fableshare is a similar format. A different kind of book has the same overall effect; Northrup's 12,000 and 18 (1978) is even more unusual, though it can be seen to have developed from more common forms. Other experiments with the format of the book have not been featured because it seems to be generally the case that the more complex the construction or arrangement of the page the less significant the formal content. Furthermore, the codex form, in which a uniform collection of leaves are fastened along one edge, is at least 2,000 years old, and its engineering has been confirmed as eminently practical to carry and transmit the kind of content entrusted to it. It is this same form of the book which has been part of the lives of generations of artists and their audiences, and which was rediscovered, almost as a "found structure," around 1960.

Nevertheless it seems that Kevin Osborn has rarely been willing to uncritically accept this structure that is so familiar to us without being unconcerned by most of its uses. It is as if Osborn wishes to jolt his readers out of their easy acceptance of the book form so that they are more alert to its inherent properties.

While Osborn's handling of the imagery in Salamander (1976) is very assured, the form of the book is conventional. Whereas Repro Memento (1980) has an unusual form, which is, however, inseparable from its content. Since the pages of this book are trapezoidal, with the shortest side in the gutter, the pages open in an exaggerated perspective, thus emphasizing the repeated motif of the book: a receding vista converging dead center. The book is bound accordion-style; the paper is semitransparent, and some pages have been printed on the back as well as on the front. Fragments of the total picture appear on different pages, so that one is obliged to look at the whole book in order to absorb the complete picture.

Parallel is a very quiet book. On creamy-colored paper the faintest pastel-colored inks have been laid down, so that the abstract imagery only becomes visible as the book is angled into and out of the light. The center pages appear to be completely blank at first sight, but actually bear one of the book's most inventive pages, which are confronted by the virtually empty pages at the still center of the book.

It would have been very difficult to anticipate Osborn's Real Lust (1981) on the basis of his earlier work. The reader is first struck by the shape of the book. It is just over twice as wide as it is high and appears almost as thick as it is high. Over three hundred sheets have been folded in such a way as to give the book a rhombic cross-section. This configuration facilitates the flipping of the pages, determines the principal direction for reading, and signals a different reading experience.

While Real Lust can be seen to have some features in common with Osborn's earlier publications, the ambition, density and complexity of this book represent a remarkable imaginative leap. Through many pages and many printings Osborn creates a variety of modular sequences that are linked together to provide the reader with a roller-coaster ride through different visual experiences and states of consciousness. Many of these are found as a dozen layers of foiled images of an on a single page. When this happens the result is generally a visual cacophony, but other sections are as quiet and tranquil as in his earlier books, and act as keys with which to unlock the denser pages. The excavation of images and moods is accomplished through the reading of many pages, rather than by the intense scrutiny of a single page as if it were a painting.

In the past, book artists have frequently worked with printers, either on an impersonal or a collaborative basis, to achieve the results which they sought. However, there are some book artists, such as Stoker, Stokes, and Osborn, who use the camera and the printing press as tools and who generally see their ideas through from their inception to their embodiment in a finished book. Indeed, because they understand and are involved in virtually every process, it is possible for them to compose or alter their books during the production process, rather than to create a finished maquette prior to photography and printing.

The emergence of the printer as a recent years and the related growth of artists' presses promises to move us into a new era of book art. In America alone the existence and accomplishments of yet more artists such as Conrad Gleber, Michael Goodman, Janet Zevon, Philip Zimmermann, Miles DeCoster, and Rebecca Michaels highlight the expanding creative possibilities within the areas of book art, page art, and magazine art. But most of these artists have not yet created significant works of their own; they have also fostered the work of others through their additional roles as printers, publishers, and teachers.

The burgeoning activity of artists' presses, and the growth in numbers of artists' books and book artists, has been accompanied by developments in visual content, and awareness of still greater potential. It may be that even the best of the visual books which have so far been published are but the forerunners of a new era.

Reading sequencess of pages in books sometimes has an affinity with the way in which one reads a painting or a photograph, rather than a novel, in that it is a non-linear, quasi-random process. Reading page by page might be likened to traversing the surface of a collage or montage in which the eye experiences disjunctions between discrete sections of the work. It can also be likened to one's experience of a movie, in which visual images are sometimes juxtaposed in time instead of space and cumulatively create an experience. Another genre might be poems, in which disparate images, conjured in words, are juxtaposed and then synthesized by the reader into something other than the sum of the parts. The fact that certain bookworks combine words and pictures intimately, in a non-illustrative manner, complicates these analogies and makes for further richness. Book art also stands at the intersection of many disciplines and draws its strength from just this cross-fertilization.

The book has been around for a long time, but the growth of new visual literatures and new visual languages, articulated by means of old and new book structures in the last twenty years, suggests that it will be around for much longer, especially when new technologies have relieved it of many of its more pedestrian functions.
THE BOOK STRIPPED BARE
by Susi R. Bloch

DURING THE EIGHTEENTH and nineteenth centuries a rich tradition of book illustration developed in France. Yet it is only at the end of the nineteenth century that the book was perceived as a formal, analytic entity—one whose physical properties of scale and design were inseparable from content. One signal work, Stéphane Mallarmé's Un Coup de dés, deforms this intuition of the whole. A poem whose sense articulates itself in the interdependence of its prose and format, Un Coup de dés was Mallarmé's last poem. Published for the first time in a tentative version in 1897, a year before Mallarmé's death, the final ne varietur edition appeared some seventeen years later in 1914. The two dates are important for they bracket a period of time during which the influence of Mallarmé's poem spawns a progeny of innovative works.

Mallarmé insisted upon a recognition of the meaning of format: a recognition which moved against the "artificial unity that used to be based on the scale measurements of the book." He demanded a precisely reckoned and designed volume in which everything was to be "heterotopical, disposition of parts, their alternations and relationships." A book in which typographic and even the foldings of the pages achieve an idealistic, analytic, and expressive significance. Mallarmé saw the book as "the total expansion of the letter, finding its mobility in the line, and in its spaciousness (it) must establish some nameless system of relationship which will embrace and strengthen fiction." A toward this end he was attentive to commercial typographic and printing techniques—especially those of the daily press and popular advertising poster.

For the reader unfamiliar with Un Coup de dés the recollection of Paul Valéry the first, or certainly among the first, to be shown the manuscript by Mallarmé in 1897, perhaps best describes what most immediately resounded as revelatory in the poem:

Mallarmé finally showed me how the words were arranged on the page. It seemed to me that I was looking at the form and pattern of a thought, placed for the first time in finite space. Here space itself truly spoke, dreamed, and gave birth to temporal forms. Expectancy, doubt, concentration, all were visible things. With my own eye I could see silences that had assumed shapes. Inappreciable instants became clearly visible; the fraction of a second during which an idea flashes into being and dies away; atoms of time that serve as the germs of infinite consequences lasting through psychological centuries—at last these appeared as beings, each surrounded by palpable emptiness.
Concluding this recollection of his own impressions on first seeing the poem, Valéry moves to interject Mallarmé’s own thoughts, relying on his own close intimacy with Mallarmé and the poet’s own writings relating to the poem:

We have a record in his (Mallarmé’s) own hand of what he planned to do; he was trying to "employ thought namelyly and its partner." He dreamed of a *mental instrument* designed to express the things of the intellect and the abstract imagination.

His invention, wholly deduced from analyses of language, of books, and of music, carried out over many years, was based on his consideration of the page as a visual and to be a frame of reading. He had made a very careful study (even at his expense) of the distribution of blacks and whites, the comparative intensity of faces. It was his idea to develop this medium, which till then had been used either as a crude means of attracting attention or else as a natural ornament for the printed word, but in his system—to be addressed to the glance that precedes and surrounds the act of reading—should "nourish the moment" the conception of the composition. By providing a sort of internal intuition and by establishing a harmony among our various modes of perception, or among the rates of perception of our different senses, it should make us anticipate what is about to be presented to the intelligence.

For the most part, the publications described here, as well as the relative spectrum of printed material, reflect the influence of Mallarmé’s theory and ambition. Most, like Marriott’s *Les mots en liberté futuristes* and Apollinaire’s *Calligrammes* (Poèmes de la pâte et de la guerre, 1913-1916) transcend the example rather than the implications of Un Coup de dé. Marriott’s futurist grammar, begun in 1912 and published in 1919, anticipates the formalism and composition of Latin syntax and demonstrates a verbal revolution, a new and expressive orthography and typography whose work was to be capable of conducting the peculiar, complex intelligence of the modern industrial, scientific world. Apollinaire’s *Calligrammes* transforms Mallarmé’s implied imagery to that of a literal pictographic. He subverted the mechanistic rigidity of the typographer to achieve pictorial contours whose design seems to issue from the mundane, whimsical sense of the poem and the onomatopoeic exaggeration of its words. In the *Blaire Cendrars/ Sonia Delaunay, Prose du Transsibérien et de la petite Jehanne de France, 1913*, Blaie Cendrars/Fernand Léger, *La Fin du Monde, filmée par l’Ange Notre Dame, 1919*, Francis Picabia, *Poèmes et dessins de la fée bleue sans ouvrure, 1918*, Max Ernst, *Histoire Naturelle, 1926*, Max Ernst/Paul Eluard, *L’empreinte de la voix, 1947*, El Lissitzky, *Suprematism博览会之蓝，1919*, *almanach de 6 monstres, 1922*, respectively, the particular facets of design and intelligences of the whole carry the impress of the conception of the whole presented by Un Coup de dé: that the typographical design of a phrase could expand and/or clarify its meaning, that pages and foldings compose a structure effecting the intelligence of prose and/or image.

More than any other group, the compositions and the experimental set of Bauhaus/Brâhoff engineers one of the most consistently remarkable episodes in the history of the art of the book. A series of fourteen volumes (1925-1930), edited by Walter Gropius and Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, the books rigorously demonstrate a view of typographic supports as a systemic support of content and are discussed in *Jan Tschichold*, *Neue Typographie of 1928*. In the Bauhaus Books this, the perceptual and sense of content are palpably clear in the logic and decisions of design and format. Content is too much conveyed by the carefully considered means and methods of presentation. Nowhere is the book more completely accomplished as a mental instrument; form and content virtually assume the operation of a mathematical proposition, arriving at a language in which everything formal belongs to syntax and not to vocabulary. For Moholy-Nagy.

typography is an instrument of communication. It has to be clear communication in the most penetrative manner. Clarity must be particularly emphasized because this is the essence of our writing as compared with pictorial communication of signs. Our intellectual approach to the world is individually precise in contrast to the former individually and later collectively anarchistic.

Foremost, therefore: absolute clarity in all typographical works. Legibility—communication, that is, must never suffer from a priori assumed aesthetics. The letter types must never be squeezed into a pre-determined form.

It is important to keep in mind that the first forty years of twentieth century art are marked by a proliferation of aesthetic manifestos, theoretic and didactic texts, and that the publication of this material inevitably occasioned its own special history—one in which the manipulation of the book as a formal medium obviously was of paramount importance. The very qualities and differences in format displayed by these books, pamphlets, periodicals, and short illustrated and typographically decorated announcements of a Coup de dé: that the typographical design of a phrase could expand and/or clarify its meaning, that pages and foldings compose a structure effecting the intelligence of prose and/or image.


A notable result of this "science" of the book is that the livre de peintre developed as something quite different than a category of the illustrated book. In its comprehension and refinement of the special anatomy which is the book and the fleshing out of its form, it is probably Matisse’s *Sant de tous les livres de peintre*, that most nearly achieves the ambition of the specialized instrument anticipated in Un Coup de dé. Generally when the book is depicted, it is as a collection of prints, arranged serially and placed on a wall. When perceived properly as the book, it becomes clear that the scale of Jazz is precisely proportioned so that the spread of its pages does not exceed the size of the "reader's" arm. As a book Jazz functions and performs effectively as it is drawn near, in the manner that books are—that is at a distance—carefully taken into account range of head and torso and manipulation by the hands. The substantial weight and texture of the pages, the sense of content, order of reading, and revelation provided by the concrete singularity of the page's dimensions, the impetus of the whole, instantaneous in every part, the brilliant dense textures of color, accentuated by the sharp contour and close focus of its blazon-like images; the spontaneous, purely linear exercise of the script; the combinations and illusions effected by the order of the pages—all of these carefully establish the unique perceptual context and mechanism which is the book.

The text, reproducing the large script of the artist and conceived as part of the visual language, fulfills the function of the whole, begins in prospectively with a few ideas pertaining to the making, elaboration, and special privilege of the project Jazz and completes itself with incidental passages taken by the artist from his books. From the information provided by the text it is clear that the manuscript sequence has a visual rather than an intellectual function and thus embellishes the optical address of the whole. It is a text in which the words are not so much conveyed as by images, not so much conveyed as visually rendered: the book speaks, inseparable from its writing. The eight major images which illustrate the book have no referential content to the phrases that simply annotate those events which are the events of the book itself: the Last marked as an commencement du livre, the End marked as après la première histoire, and finally the VIIIth marked as à la fin du livre.

It is within this period of dada and surrealist activity that the book emerges as a major, rather than an incidental or peripheral, medium of expression. Some books are treated as works of art, distinct, with individual written and signed edition, they are which can be distinguished as a distinct group. To begin with, although among the many of the works of art can be distinguished are the limited, signed editions, they are very rare, in the sense that Jazz and II etait une petite pie are livres d'artistes et even less so are they, with regard to such examples as Histoire Naturelle ou André Maurois’s Nontonnal Notebook, livres de laire. While the proliferation of the dada and surrealist book, as has been stressed, the inevitable result of the literary thrust of both movements, is not simply the fact that activity that accounts for a
mimes the particular quality of dada and surreal publications. Certainly, on one level, the predilection for the book evolves from the fact that, in theory and practice, dada and surrealist tended to deny such traditional concepts maintained as peculiar to the definition "work of art" or "pure aesthetic," methods, tools, and materials of execution whose authority is only that of historical example. And in so far as the history of modernism itself was concerned, both movements rejected the imperative of the largely self-critical, refining preoccupation of content and form.

The Library Book—"The ordinariness of the book, the intellectual habit of the book, the emergent quality of intimacy and introspectiveness provided by a volume, ideally lent its form to the personal, theoretical, and hermetic concerns of both, and other related movements. It has only to compare "Jazz with Max Ernst's Histoire Naturelle to realize that the enormous conceptual and visual differences between the address and intention of both books. Foremost, of course, is the operation and habit of "reading" imposed by Ernst's "novel without words" as against the purely retinal refinement and assault of Manet's imagery and color.

Although far removed from the ideal ambition of Mallarmé's aesthetic, the surrealists, and to a different extent the dadaists, retained what was crucially central in the investigative and complex system of Un Coup de dîs. That is, the nature of the activity of thought, its conscious and unconscious process and expression, the invented and to-be-invented systems of its notation, and the cognitive nature and function of art as such a system of notation.

It is this concern with the manipulation and recording of thought and thought process which lends a conceptual unity to, and in a way explains, the enormous variety apparent in this group of published material—encompassing as it does the gross complication and careful, elaborate manufacture of Marcel Duchamp's La Mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même (known also as the Green Box) and the simple conceit of Tristan Tzara's Papillons Dada, which are nothing more than separately issued small pieces of colored paper carrying deliberately startling and provoking directives and definitions.

Art historically, the book and its associated forms have yet to be investigated and understood as a distinct, formal phenomenon of the modern period, as a methodically developed medium, born from the specific considerations of the uncertainty, function, and nature of art peculiar to the various and related movements of the twentieth century.

NOTES
5. Livre de peintre is a term given to editions executed by artists, painters, and sculptors who are not primarily graphic artists.
6. Traditional examples of livre de peintre, that is, books with the added decorative stimulation of a single print or scattered prints, are the Vollard Ulisse series: The Paul Derenne/Joan Gris, Beaux Arts, 1918; the Guillaume Apollinaire/Raoul Dufy, Le Béatitude ou corgi Orphée; and Apollinaire/André Derain, L'Echateur pourrissant. On the other hand, such works as Marcel's Jorn's, the Blaise Cendrars/Sciosa Ornement, among others, transcended the conventional livre de peintre precisely in their sense for the structure and totality of the book and the exercise of that sense upon the composition of images, or images and words.
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THE ARTIST AS BOOK PRINTER: FOUR SHORT COURSES
by Betsy Davids and Jim Pettullo

ANTIPASTO: SPIRIT AGAINST MATTER

Since the Renaissance, with its emphasis on point of view, individuality, and specialization, the printer has been a skilled craftsman, trained from adolescence in a single differentiated facet of a complex system of mechanical production. The first print shops represented the most advanced technologies of the period and required large sums of investment capital. Gutenberg's own printing establishment was put together with some help from the banker Johann Fust. When squeezed into defaults, he lost his press, punches, type, and a couple hundred Bibles to Fust's son-in-law, his former partner. Four hundred and seventy-five years later, Philip F. Farnsworth faced only slightly better with the invention of television. During all this time, one fact has been missed by almost no one: commercial considerations dictate the content and quality of printing, even in communications technologies.

Arguments have been advanced by William Ivins and others that accurate mechanical reproduction of images is the single most important factor in the birth of the modern book. If academic productivity of the kind printed in picture-oriented block books which preceded it must be considered seminal. During the incunabula period, these new works were honestly the products of craftsmen with a background in the development of such things as Milan in the fifteenth century. The printers and their assistants worked in close proximity to the great manuscript libraries of the period, and the books they produced formed a part of the manuscript tradition. The first print shops represented the most advanced technologies of the period and required large sums of investment capital. Gutenberg's own printing establishment was put together with some help from the banker Johann Fust. When squeezed into defaults, he lost his press, punches, type, and a couple hundred Bibles to Fust's son-in-law, his former partner. Four hundred and seventy-five years later, Philip F. Farnsworth faced only slightly better with the invention of television. During all this time, one fact has been missed by almost no one: commercial considerations dictate the content and quality of printing, even in communications technologies.

Arguments have been advanced by William Ivins and others that accurate mechanical reproduction of images is the single most important factor in the birth of the modern book. If academic productivity of the kind printed in picture-oriented block books which preceded it must be considered seminal. During the incunabula period, these new works were honestly the products of craftsmen with a background in the development of such things as Milan in the fifteenth century.
and in quite a different direction, more akin to the medieval scribes and manuscript illuminators. He used it to make books that were almost one-of-a-kind. In fact, he didn’t print editions; he printed only one copy at a time, as he got commissions, and he varied the sequencing, the basic ink color, and the hand coloring so that each copy is virtually unique.

Blake’s bookmaking oeuvre is a remarkable example of the marriage of insight and technique. He began his first major cycle of bookmaking at the age of thirty, and his first attempt, There is No Natural Religion and All Religions are One, have the tentative and crude look of first books, preliminary tests of a new medium. He used them to set forth the central tenets of his thinking, a set of ideas that reappeared throughout his later books.

These trial runs were quickly followed by Songs of Innocence, where—with the larger plate size and the addition of hand coloring—Blake was at his best. Song of Innocence remains Blake’s best-loved book, partly for its beauty, partly for its accessibility, deceptively simple style of its language and the children’s book character of its images. It was issued in 1789 (the year the French Revolution began) and represents a naive and romantic view of the world. In 1794 (the year Danton went to the guillotine) Blake completed the Songs of Experience, with the subtitle The Two Contrary States of the Human Soul. Together, the two books represent what Blake’s contemporary Hegel would have called thesis and antithesis.

Some guidelines toward the eventual synthesis that would become Blake’s magnum opus, Jerusalem, are set forth in a nearly and very accessible work, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell (1790). As Blake explains, “Without contraries is no progression.” He goes on to suggest how progression will occur, how the world can be seen as infinite and holy, rather than, as it now appears, finite and corrupt.

This will come to pass by an improvement of sensual enjoyment. But first the notion that man has a body distinct from his soul is to be expunged; this I shall do, by printing in the literal method, by corrosives, which in Hell are salutary and medicinal, melting apparent surfaces away, and displaying the infinite which was hid. If the doors of perception were cleansed every thing would appear to man as it is, infinite. For man has closed himself up; all he sees all things thro’ narrow channels of his own.

The reference to printing by corrosives, to etching, indicates the function Blake envisioned for his printing work in reconciling the contraries and renewing the infinite world. The printing craft and the arts of the spirit are fully united here.

As writing, The Marriage of Heaven and Hell is the last of the illuminated books to adopt a language of clarity. At the same time, during the same summer, a stretch of bookmaking. Blake was also working on a series now called the prophetic books, where language and ideas are often obscure and difficult. It is useful to recognise that in Blake’s time the “prophecy” was understood as a particular kind of book in which picture-writing, or Blake’s bookmaker, is a bookmaker includes not only writers and illuminators but also the ancient prophets, who were often pictured in the act of making books.

Taken as a whole, Blake’s prophetic books present not only a full-scale apocalypse but also a mapping of the psyche, an interpretation of history, and a myth of individual redemption. His first book making cycle dealt with isolated fragments of this content in eight short prophetic books including Visions of the Daughters of Albion, The Book of Thel, America a Prophecy, Europe a Prophecy, and The First Book of Urizen. His second cycle, begun in the 1790s, took a more ambitious form: Milton and Jerusalem. His largest project, Milton and Jerusalem are the fully integrated expression of his identity as artist, writer, prophet, and visionary. A resolution of the second cycle, Jerusalem, the archetypal woman, and Jerusalem, the archetypal man, and Jerusalem, the archetypal woman, ending the separation of male and female, of humanity from eternity—and ending as well Blake’s work as an artist-bookmaker.

ENTRE: WHAT WE DO IS BOOKS

Unfortunately, Blake’s infusion of spirit into print technology evaporated faster than the sweat on a disco dance floor. At the time of his death, the invention of the steam engine and the cylinder press put the "mass" in mass production and civilization took a blindfold quantum leap into our brave new world. The artist was thus further alienated from direct access to the means of production by even greater demands for capital and specialization.

William Morris’s late-nineteenth-century romantic attempt to infuse the printing trades with higher values now seems like a misguided sentiment bought up by a sea of money. The subsequent rise and rapid fall of the arts and crafts movement serves as a cautionary footnote, underlining the limited economic viability of hand-produced work. As Thomas Edison reportedly said of the light bulb, "We’ll make them so cheap, only the rich will be able to afford candles."

The written word is a cultural memory device that often reminds us that history is made to be repeated. In spite of C.R. Ashbee’s 1908 publication of Craftsmanship in Competitive Industry, a document of personal experience which lucidly articulates the inherent instability of cottage industry, it’s "Let’s bypass the galleries," went the chant. "Let’s get past the expensive, unique art object and create works that are infinitely reproducible and accessible to everyone at low cost." Why not? The terms seemed new and the world seemed different. Technological innovation was creating products at an exponentially increasing rate. In its wake the industry cast off its competitive and depreciated equipment, which flooded east to the Third World and into the waiting hands of financially unsophisticated artisans. This time the motivation was to collect for the artist the rewards of mass production, and mass distribution. Just because you can print 2,000 copies of a book doesn’t mean that you can get them into book stores, or that they will sell once on the shelves.

Every new beginning needs its illusions, and this is no place to mourn the misplaced hopes of artisan-bookmakers. Blake too had visions of 2,000 copies before he made his first book; in actual fact, his bestseller, Songs of Innocence and of Experience, sold a grand total of thirty copies over thirty-five years. The point is: the "artist" hardly ever becomes a "printer" as the industrial trade understands the term, and vice versa. The artist is more likely to be a "printmaker." Printmaking is what artists do when they approach printing as a fine-arts process.

Blake was this kind of book printer, whose remarkable technical innovations rejected the trade aims of uniformity, consistency, and infinite reproducibility in favor of a process whereby each print of each page was virtually unique. Among artist-bookmakers of our era, similar ends are served by the overprinting processes explored by Kevin Osborn and by Frances Butler, for example. Both have developed flexible presswork procedures in which several images are overprinted in several colors on one sheet. No two images are printed in the same color on every sheet, ink is applied as if on each sheet, the choice of which images to print in which colors and which positions on which sheets is made during the presswork and by eye, rather than according to a fixed plan. The result is an edition in which each sheet varies slightly. In contrast, the standard version of overprinting is four-color separations, in which the color printing is matched to the color key, producing a virtually uniform edition. In trade printer terminology, there is "the art" (the original to be reproduced); and there is the printing, which attempts within limits to reproduce the "art." Butler and Osborn’s work the process in this function, primarily as artist rather than as technician, directly manipulating by hand the emergence of spirit into matter.

As a stance toward presswork, this is considerably less expensive than that of the "real" printers. Left to themselves, printing presses would produce consistent and uniform prints; they have to be forced to do so, and much of the trade pressman’s time is spent in coaxing the press toward a more uniform result. Blake would have understood. Restructuring the printing process allows the artist to control his print as an artist rather than as technician, directing the hand to the spirit in matter.

Blake’s printmaking innovations are among the most astonishing in printmaking. Artists tend to prefer personally selected content produced on small-scale equipment controllable by a single individual. Accordingly, hand-operated presses, which in the trade are used only for repro proofs, are often the sole equipment used by artists, like the offset press favored by the Vandercook press printers used by letterpress artist-bookmakers like Butler or Susan King. Todd Walker has worked extensively on a Monotype 1250, the Volkswagen of offset presses. Jim Knox works on planographic presses, those outdated favorites of private press printers. All these low-tech presses are fairly simple to operate and allow considerable hand intervention in the presswork. What’s more, they are relatively affordable to buy and use.

Affordability is no means irrelevant. After all, Blake was born poor (and not so poor) while Morris was born rich (and not so rich), and how and
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known it may become archaic and anachronistic—a dinosaur, so to speak. Executives of corporate communications companies know that if their book divisions continue to be losers they will be disposed of or reformed. Yet, to its lovers, a book is a wonderful thing. As an embodiment of spirit, it is a

notes


2. Among the Mandingos of the western Sudan, the Munfo Jumbo is the tutelary genius of a village, represented by one of the men, who, in masquerade and with a head-dress of pompons, wanders off to seek forces of evil and keeps the women in awe and submission.

3. The precise details of Blake's printing method have been the subject of long debate. This description is based on the findings of Robert Essick in William Blake, Printmaker (Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1980), the most thoroughly researched and convincing investigation to date.
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INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING IN MEXICO

by Felipe Ehrenberg, Magali Lara, and Javier Cadena

ALL TOO LITTLE is known about the booming small press movement in Mexico which, at most, is some eight years old. In spite of its youth and in relatively few adherents, this movement has produced not only magnificent examples of all types of books but has also spawned unexpected applications that go beyond the established boundaries of fine art, into those of the culture in its widest sense. To understand the difficulties faced upon bringing this into account, it should be kept in mind that until very recently no investigators or collectors of small press editions existed, private or otherwise, and that the largest collection of small press and artists' books in Mexico—very incomplete at that—can be found on the shelves of my studio.

To my knowledge then, nothing comprehensive has been written about this aspect of our creative work, save isolated commentaries or reviews, brief statements by bookmakers, and a passing remark or two found in other contexts. These notes, then, published beyond our borders, may be the first attempt to make an inclusive review of an interesting and complex phenomenon which, in order to explain it, I have bisected into two categories: Special presses and literary presses.

Another point raised here concerns the so-called "marginal" nature of this activity—and a much debated one at that. This I shall leave up to art sociologists or historians to define, if need be. For the simple reason that I can't pretend any sort of objectivity, living as I do, in the eye of the hurricane. Unlike other unexpected offspring of established art practices, that may suddenly erupt onto the scene and struggle against odds until finally occupying a place in the framework of accepted aesthetics and distribution, small, independent publishing activity embraces a spectrum of possibilities too wide to make it "manageable" by our chroniclers, even under the best conditions. This is especially difficult where there is no infrastructure to speak of, as in Mexico, and where the practice of art, state-sponsored to a surprising degree, faces contradictions unknown in other places. I shall say more about this later.

During the years I spent in England (1968-1974) I sporadically sent home examples of the productions made at Beza Geete Press, which I co-founded with Chris Welch, David Mayor, and Martha Hellion. Coincidentally, an Argentine poet living in New York, Elena Jordana, established a one-woman operation called El Meridugro/Ediciones Villa Miteris (Cruch/Slam Editions) and, prior to setting in Mexico, also sent examples of her publications. If anything, these all had been indifferently received, considered at best, amusing eccentricities. Upon my return to Mexico in 1974, I had under my belt the Beza Geete Press experience and felt motivated to pursue it somehow. How I didn't know, but my interest had much to do with breaking away from the orthodoxy which prevailed in Mexican art and which I, at least, had been able to do in Europe, contemned me and, I felt, constrained other artists of my generation. Books and self-publishing were my only answers. The way to put this into practice, I knew, meant swimming upstream.

Gradually, as I wow my way back into the fabric of the country's art scene, my project, as vague as it was—more visceral than practical—defined itself and I was able to visualize a strategy. Chance events, of course, determined tactical moves. By mid 1974, I had set up house in Xico, a tiny mountain city deep in coffee country. I was hired by the State University of Veracruz, a few miles away, and started teaching mimeographic, electronic, and offset techniques. I also organized an art school press. Then, I found myself involved in one of the labor movements that periodically shake the university and was summarily fired.

Early in 1976, painter Ricardo Rocha invited me to address his students at the old Nacional School of Visual Arts, then known as the Academy of San Carlos. I talked to them about the feasibility and need for artists to publish their own books. As an example we produced an assemblage called El Libro de los 24 Hrs. (The 24 Hr. Book), which consisted mainly of photocopied made on machines in missionary shops. This book, a first of its kind, so fired the students' imagination that they convinced me to demonstrate other publishing techniques. So, disregarding the school's red tape for hiring teachers, I simply occupied a covered patio in the heart of the ancient building and held my first seminar on graphic techniques and, of course, on small press operations. I taught with a hand-made wooden duplicator, or mimeograph, which I named "Pinoccio." I was
A pirate teacher for nearly six months, traveling to and from Xico weekly, until someone in the administration noticed this activity and shamefully asked me to stop such nonsense. But by then the damage had been done: practically every one of my students went on to publish his or her work, expanding his or her friends in their ventures and spreading the word about piracy. It was as if a small group of people were marching to a different drummer.

Meanwhile, co-founded Grupo Proceso Penálgico, the first of the artists’ collectives formed an expanded space for the outnumbered, which included dialogues with the visual artist’s past and made them a recognizable presence. The collective’s work has been well received, especially by younger generations who see it as a welcome addition to the traditional art scene. The group has participated in numerous exhibitions and has received several awards for its contributions to the arts.

Not long after, I was able to offer a curriculum for a small press workshop to the Ministry of Education and, in association with half a dozen friends, began to teach.

For this reason, we are now at an impasse. The visual artist’s voice is—economically, socially, and politically—crushed. The artist is marginal, and there is little or no understanding of the difficulties it involves. For mainstream art production at least, this marginalization is convenient. For new artists and for those who have taken an interest in them, it is a more complex issue. Generally speaking, avant-garde art can only develop in the context of a strong political and economic background. The conditions for this development are present in our society by an alien culture and way of life—of the U.S.—with which we share one of the larger borders existing between two countries.

Like our northern neighbor, Mexico has also been a melting pot, fusing the Spanish—with also were a mixed lot—with those indigenous people who conquered and mixed with each other even before this. This process did not end with the Conquest or even after the colonial period; it has continued with successive waves of migrants, some more numerous than others. Since the fifteenth century, our territory received Christian missions from Sephardic Spaniards, Catalans, and Basques, then Turkish and Lebanese Christians, Italians, Chinese, Jews, and French. The twentieth century saw the arrival of East and Medieal Jews, Russian Spaniards, Spaniards, and others, a large number of nationals also of turn, by the turn of the century, America, and Central America. Through our language, religion, and natio
tal habits remain predominant, and in any case Spanish has somewhat homogenized our society, a point of racial and culture on the other hand, an important part of the country. This condition is further complicated by continuous pressure imposed on the society by an alien culture and way of life—of the U.S.—with which we share one of the larger borders existing between two countries.

Felipe Ehrenberg

**VISUAL PRESS**

Rather than attempt a detailed analysis of a few artists’ publications in Mexico, I simply offer some comments on a few pressures whose productions typify the current situation since the mid-seventies. In 1980 I and members of the staff of *Artes Visuales* magazine organized a book show for Artoyos, California. The organizers intended to offer us a forum for the production of a novel medium in the U.S. The intentional exhibition was to demonstrate that what was being created was not a movement or a group, but an environment. Mostly produced by the collective, the visual artist’s field, still being a very young and developing medium, was still being an unexplored and independent attitude towards officialdom. Members of the group were eager to tell us about the world of the various pressures different relationships be
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stocks of paper discarded by the local university and government offices. They publish a bulletin almost monthly called Abi Viejo el Rastreador, which could be translated as "Here Comes Mandy." And they encourage people to produce community newsletters and reach them to publish other items which have immediate relevance to their everyday lives.

Small presses continue to proliferate, many of them modeled after the suggested use of "Pinocchio." Outstanding among the more recent ones are La Flor de Oro Día (Another Day's Flower), and Tinta Morada (Purple Ink). As these newer ones also outgrow the hand-made, hand-printed, letterpress stage, the word "literature" is now often dropped from the title, giving rise to terms such as "literary magazines." The term is not used, however, inasmuch as it connotes something that is more refined and more intimate, and not so much "literary" in the sense of being more abstract and more sophisticated. The term "literary magazine" is now often used in the sense of being more refined and more intimate, and not so much "literary" in the sense of being more abstract and more sophisticated.

In another New York Times review, the magazine was described as "full of beautiful poems and stories, all of which are written in a simple but elegant style." The writer praised the magazine for its "clear, concise, and well-structured" approach to its subject matter.

More recently, small and newly established publishing houses have started to issue the type of art books we have discussed above. Editorial Los Taurinos, for example, has published a number of beautiful art books, including a collection of photographs. Its new publisher, Alberto Camacho, has published several other art books, including a collection of photographs.

LITERARY PRESSES

Mexico has a long history of alternative or marginal publications, but for our purposes here, I will limit my comments to three aspects of recent developments: the production of books of literary nature (since the field of magazines is so much larger and complex); the production in Mexico City of what I call the "Golden Epoch," the period during the years 1976-1983, because it is during this time that independent publishing achieved what I term its "Golden Epoch." In 1939 Imprenta Sevilla (Sevillian Press) set up a branch office in the capital of New Spain in charge of the Spanish master printer, Juan Pablos. Some fifteen years later, in 1956, Pablos became independent and established himself as the first publisher in the country. Since then Mexico has enjoyed a lengthy period of books, magazines, and newspapers. The commercial and social life of the country have been transformed, and today, the success of the "Golden Epoch" lies in the fact that a new generation of publishers has emerged, a new generation of writers has emerged. The "Golden Epoch" is characterized by the presence of a variety of publishers, each with its own agenda, and a variety of writers, each with their own voice. The "Golden Epoch" is characterized by the presence of a variety of publishers, each with its own agenda, and a variety of writers, each with their own voice.
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Photobookworks: The Critical Realist Tradition
by Alex Sweetman

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SERIES is an expressive device. The photographer/editor must come to terms with the difficulties and possibilities of visual communication and the photographer’s relationship to the subject. Photobookworks, then, are a series of images—that is, a tightly knit, well-edited, organized group of images in a linear sequence presented in book form. Linearity is important because it gives the imagery its temporal quality. Events occur, stories unfold, things are shown and said; through the progression of the construct, we view the conditions of being in the world, the flow of time as experience.
In the nineteenth century book form and culture changed dramatically as photographs, first pasted onto pages, came to be printed in books together with text. This development set in motion a process of momentous significance: the mechanical reproduction of any aspect of appearance allowed the miniaturization or enlargement of the visible world. When photographs began to appear next to each other on the same page or on adjoining pages, a new benchmark in the cumulative impact and elaboration of the page as frame for the display of photographs emerged. Everything from illogical coincidences to minute determined relations. As more active groupings and arrangements, more aggressive and intelligent layout and design altered relations between and among pictures, accepted conventions disintegrated and a new visuality as a guiding principle: describing a multiplicity of traditions, cultures, and values where previously there had been only one tradition, one culture. More ideas grew a mess. By the 1920s, the photograph as well as the context in which it appeared were both recognized as crucial to the interpretation, the reading of the picture. It was not as a shift in context or caption altered the meaning of the photograph. And it is precisely this manipulation of meanings that characterizes a distinctly modern attitude towards the use of photographs.

There is no more surprising, yet, in its naturalness and organic sequence, simpler form than the photographic series. This is the logical culmination of photography. The series is no longer a picture, and none of the canons of pictorial aesthetics can be applied to it. Here the separate picture loses its identity as such and becomes a deal of assembly, an essential structural element of the whole which is the thing itself. In this consecration of its separate but inseparable parts a photographic series inspired by a definite purpose can become as once the most potent weapon and the tenderest lyric. The true significance of the film will only appear in a much later, less considered and greatly aging age. The prerequisite for this revelation is, of course, the realization that a knowledge of photography is just as important as that of the alphabet. The illiterate of the future will be ignorant of the use of the camera and pen alike.

—László Moholy-Nagy

One of the first important demonstrations of a truly modern attitude towards photographs can be found in the picture sequence of László Moholy-Nagy's Painting, Photography, Film. This visual display is presented as supporting evidence, the proof that his didactic arguments are true. The sequence is rough and at times naif, but soon more books appeared that used photographs as the key to modernity. Et Kommer der Nou Fotografi by Werner Graf, is a product of the New Vision, the New Objectivity, the New Realism, the new vision, which Moholy-Nagy helped formulate. As evidenced on the pages of this and other photobooks published during the 1920s, new graphic techniques and film montage had had an impact. The best photobook from this period was done as a catalogue for exhibitions of film and photography sponsored by the Deutsche Werkbund in 1929. Photo-Eye, by art critic Franz Roh and designer Jan Tschichold. The design for Photo-Eye was premised on the assumption that while certain things in relation to each other—particularly when pictures are looked at. This type of visual comment is a basic technique in the wave of visual interventions that swept through the publications of the 1920s. Elizabeth McCausland, a journalist with a searching interest in photography, felt compelled to comment on the phenomenon to which she was both a witness and a participant.

The problem of form for photographic books involves the concept of photography as a second language of communication and of the harmonious union of verbal language and of the photographic pictorial second language to make a single expressive statement.

Most of the books described in McCausland's article cited above can be called social documentary or documentary photobooks. In an early article on photobooks published in The Complete Photographer, the author misses two books published between 1925 and 1942, many modeled on documentary films from the same period. Many of these publications were influenced by graphic design innovations originating in Europe and transmitted to America by emigres. The new book sponsored by the New Vision became internationalized, apparent and prevalent in illustrated magazines and advertising of all sorts. Since McCausland's article is one of the first on photography of the period, her conclusions are worth noting. Although she does mention Photo-Eye, she singles out Et Kommer der Nou Fotograii as a real union of two media, words and pictures. Eugene Atget's work, poorly reproduced in Alger Photographie du Paysage, is also an "awkward arrangement" (American Photographs) and "a somewhat unnatural arrangement" (Let Us Now Praise Famous Men). Richard Wright's 12 Million Black Voices uses Farm Security Administration photos, edited by Edwin Rosskam, "like a movie." Thus, even though most of these photobooks employ extensive texts they lead us in the direction of the purely visual and discard use of photographs, constituting what I call a photocollage.

Walker Evans noted that the decade of the thirties was the time for photobooks, and he produced several outstanding examples. American Photographs remains an enduring response to the American culture of that period. "An epoch so vast and so coherent," commented Lincoln Kirstein, "that the punitiveness of the ordinary individual is unconscious." Evans' book has little text, except for lists of names at the end of each of the two picture sections, and an essay by Kirstein who writes.

Physically the pictures in the book exist as single separate prints. They lack the obvious continuity of the moving image picture, which by its physical nature compels the observer to perceive a series of images as parts of a whole. But these photographs, of necessity seen singly, are not conceived as isolated pictures made by the camera turned indiscriminately here or there. In intention and in effect they exist as a collection of statements denying from and presenting a consistent attitude. Looked at in sequence they are overwhelming in their exhaustion of detail, their poetry of contrast, and for those who want to see it, their moral implication. Walker Evans gives us the contemporary civilization of Eastern America and its dependences as Atget gave us Paris before the war and as Brady gave us the war between the states.

In American Photographs the potential for a photobook was articulated. Evans' aesthetic is reflected in this enthusiasm for the book form and for the print which does not call attention to itself as a singular art object. His vision and social iconography typify prevailing definitions of documentary photography. But more importantly, this aesthetic is a response to the instant reproducibility of photography, which entails the concept of photographs as transparent representations, as visual statements. Thus, mechanical reproduction was identified as one aspect of critical realist work and aesthetics.

McCausland's standards for the photobook were fulfilled by another photographer working during the depression and after: the photomontagist Weegee. His books, Naked City and Weegee's People, are among the most exuberant examples of popular camera journalism. The blend of innocence and cynicism, the brilliant, seemingly omnipotent, even psychic camera work is exemplary of the thirties ideal of a full integration of words and pictures, accessible to a broad, semiliterate audience. One needs no more sophistication than the average reader of comics to get Weegee's message.

Equally successful realizations of depression era realist aesthetics, related no doubt to the addition of sound to the motion picture, are Paul Strand's books. Beginning in 1929 with Time in New England, Strand's book publishing career spans decades. His books are elegant presentations of documentary-style photographs which employ a variety of strategies to link language and pictures. These works foreshadow a plethora of publications in which social documentary photographers took a key role in literature, travel photography, a branch of camp journalism. Structurally, Strand's work succeeds as a method for presenting photographs in book form because of his keen sense of how to balance and present pairs of pictures—particularly in his use of a more abstract, often close-up details of walls or other flat surfaces on one page opposite a more "realistic" "human interest" shot, such as a portrait or group photograph.

This editorial strategy reappears with force in the 1930s, notably in Ralph Gibson's trilogy, The Sonambulist, Diez-Vs, and Diez at Sea, particularly in Diez at Sea. In this work, the author seems so proud of his editorial achievements that he appears on the back cover taking a headline while wearing nothing but a psychological and formal connections between different types of subjects. Gibson's Lunar Press produced some of the most original photobookworks of the decade, including Larry Clark's Talkin', Danny Seymour's A Loud Song, Neil Slavkin's Portaguel, and Darke Light by Michael Mattone.

Many excellent books were also still published during the war including Self Portrait, Lee Friedlander's ironic portrait of himself as a shadow or reflected fragment in the urban environment, and Moya Photography by Richard Gordon, which explores that peculiar form of picture and picturing called photographic collage. The cover photograph is a sign that reads: "TV'S CAMERAGUNS!" tools we use to play to claim and dominate the world; tools we use to define our selves and our world.

Like Strand, William Klein, who authored one of the most significant publications of the 1950s, was also involved in filmmaking—a fact which can be perceived in his incorporation of photographs in book form. Klein, originally a painter, left his hometown, New York City, for Paris after World War II. Armed with an iconoclastic collection of photographs, which he then took back to France but his New York was a parody of the typical travel book, presented as a comic strip comic book in Paris, often high-concept, blury, grainy photographs.
The aggressive density, complexity, and intensity of the pictures and their layout mirrors the surrealism of the urban chaos Klein found in his native land. The book was published in Italy, France, and Great Britain, though never in the U.S., which may explain why Klein is better known in Europe.

A separate pamphlet included with the book is a large square, bold announcement. "This way to heaven." Inside the book, we read, "Life is a good and beautiful book for you to New York."

The cover parade of the hyperbolic consumerism and travel and adventure has been translated into a new domain of reality. Chapters titled, "Life is a good and beautiful book for you to New York," prepare us for a voyage through a cross-section of the city's wealth, beauty, and future.

Another early and influential figure in the movement was Cesar Bocci's "Francois Tronc," whose name is synonymous with the new "Francois Tronc" in the art world.

Bocci's "Francois Tronc" is one of the most important photography books ever published. For "Francois Tronc," Bocci is also an important figure in the history of photography, particularly in the United States and France. Bocci is also known as "Francois Tronc," and Bocci's name is synonymous with the new "Francois Tronc" in the art world.

The book would end with what appears to be a list of the "Francois Tronc" in the art world, which is usually offered by travel books—a visual journey of an emigrant. The book ends with a list of the "Francois Tronc" in the art world, which is usually offered by travel books—a visual journey of an emigrant.

"Francois Tronc" is an old and established name in the art world, but the book is not made by Bocci, who is also known as "Francois Tronc," and Bocci's name is synonymous with the new "Francois Tronc" in the art world.
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Systemic Books by Artists

By Robert C. Morgan
A good example of a narrative system is Paul Zelazny's *The Book of the Exiled*. A non-linear poetic novel. The layout of *The Book of the Exiled* is basically rectangular. Images appear on both the right and left sides of the page, as well as down the middle, and end, but rather than being sequentially numbered or located in any particular order, they are arranged in a seemingly random pattern. The result is a sense of randomness and unpredictability that is conveyed through the style and content of the text itself.

Another work that employs a narrative system, though within a performance medium, is *Cinderella Schneemann's* (narrated by Les Levine) *Navigating ABC*, recorded 1969. It's a poetic text that combines visual and auditory elements to create a poetic narrative.

The cards are used as a play in order to structure the interaction and the audience. The poetic content is embedded within the cards, and the audience is invited to engage with the cards to discover the poetic narrative. The cards are designed to be shuffled and reassembled in different orders to create new poetic narratives, encouraging the audience to experiment with different combinations and interpretations.

In *Cinderella Schneemann's Navigating ABC*, the ABC cards are not simply a tool for storytelling, but rather they are the medium through which the poetic narrative is created. The cards themselves are imbued with a sense of magic and mystery, encouraging the audience to engage with them in a playful and creative way.

In contrast, Martha Rosler's *linear feminist* is a performance piece that is structured around a series of readings. The performance piece is divided into different sections, each of which is focused on a particular theme or issue. The sections are designed to be performed in a linear fashion, with each section building on the previous one to create a cohesive narrative.

The text is designed to be read in a linear fashion, with each section building on the previous one to create a cohesive narrative. The sections are designed to be performed in a linear fashion, with each section building on the previous one to create a cohesive narrative. The sections are designed to be performed in a linear fashion, with each section building on the previous one to create a cohesive narrative.

In *Navigating ABC*, the cards are used as a play in order to structure the interaction and the audience. The poetic content is embedded within the cards, and the audience is invited to engage with the cards to discover the poetic narrative. The cards are designed to be shuffled and reassembled in different orders to create new poetic narratives, encouraging the audience to experiment with different combinations and interpretations.

In *Cinderella Schneemann's Navigating ABC*, the ABC cards are not simply a tool for storytelling, but rather they are the medium through which the poetic narrative is created. The cards themselves are imbued with a sense of magic and mystery, encouraging the audience to engage with them in a playful and creative way.

In contrast, Martha Rosler's *linear feminist* is a performance piece that is structured around a series of readings. The performance piece is divided into different sections, each of which is focused on a particular theme or issue. The sections are designed to be performed in a linear fashion, with each section building on the previous one to create a cohesive narrative.
forthwith, thus recalling an affinity with the seminal dark paintings by conceptualist On Kawara. At the outset of the year, Inakumary is held, by the completion of the year, he has
lingering hair. The photographs in Diary were instantly off, bound and collaged in an edition of 250 copies. Inakumary's books reflect the ingenuity of an artist committed to the pleasure of multi-disciplinary distribution of ideas, the importance of material quality in the production of the work. Inakumary became a
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The importance of Softwhere, Inc. is in the realizations that advanced techniques in communication, without advanced attitudes toward technology, has very little to offer itself for the development of a specific work. In addition to the novella, these are diagrams, charts, and photographs which assist the reader in re-conceptualizing the artist's intentions for each piece. In doing so, Marcus successfully bridges the gap between the operation of a concrete system within a social context and an intimate narrative description of how it is happening.

This essay has been an attempt to recognize a variety of applications of systemic art to the artist's book. It has by no means been limited to the many excellent works available.
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